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SOME WEBSITES

FOUNDED MAY 1989

Free Microsoft Office
Alternatives. They’re important
if you need a 64-bit version and
need to communicate with the
Windows world.These
alternatives won't give you all
the features of the originals but
they'll often get you close.
bit.ly/2ZEV76k.

MEETINGS - SECOND

7 Best Call Blocker Apps For
Smartphones. Help stop
annoying, disturbing, and timeconsuming calls. bit.ly/
2ZCbSPK.
How to Watch Live Television
on YouTube TV’s Streaming
Service. It allows you to watch
TV on computers, phones, &
other compatible devices.
Subscription plans are less
complicated than cable. bit.ly/
2ZMnQ9D.
How to Fix it When Siri's Not
Working. 20 suggestions and
links. An invaluable resource for
troubleshooting. Save the
article. bit.ly/30RIQZM.
The Planet Needs a New
Internet. How climate change
will affect the Internet. bit.ly/
2ZNiACE.

SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

CREATE A FILEMAKER DATABASE

NL FOCUS - APPLE CARD & SECURITY
Our main speaker will be Jeff Gorman. His topic will be
creating a Filemaker Database.
Jeff will create a FileMaker database on the fly with input
from the audience. Many people use a spreadsheet (like
Excel and Numbers) when they should be using a
database. This presentation will show the power and
flexibility of using a database. Jeff will also provide a Q&A
session on FileMaker and all things Mac.
BIO:
Jeff is an Apple Specialist and PMUG member and owner of IT Easy in New
Hope, NJ.
SEPTEMBER LOCATION
WE WILL MEET AT LUDINGTON LIBRARY IN BRYN MAWR. IT’S AT THE CORNER OF
LANCASTER AND BRYN MAWR AVENUES, NEAR THE BRYN MAWR TRAIN STATION.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
•

Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.

• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
•

Useful free items at the monthly Raffles.

• Discounts. Vendors offer special prices to User
Group members.
•

Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

•

MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.

•

Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Two Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The two current SIGs
are:
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you
are a member and you are not on
the list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is
humor or not Apple-related (offtopic), please include "Humor" or
"OT" in the subject line. The
Groups.io Terms of Service are at
groups.io/static/tos. Look for the
section on "Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a
MLMUG officer. Violation of the
Groups.io terms of service or
good email etiquette may result
in removal from the list.

4

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole
month to get answers to your basic
Mac questions! Get together with
other members on the fourth
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup
Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they
can learn much more from face-toface meetings than they do from
manuals or other sources. That’s
what this meeting is all about. Go
to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html for
details.
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phones and tablets, consumers can communicate more easily
through texting and instant messaging apps than through email.

The Decline of Email and the
Rise of Messaging

What happened?
In the beginning (the 1980s), SMS (short message service) was
developed to enable mobile devices to exchange short text
messages by piggybacking on a relatively unused part of the
cellular telephone system. Messages were initially limited to 128
characters. It was later expanded to 160 characters and an SMS
message can now have up to 980 characters, but it will be
delivered as 6 separate posts, SMS became the most widely
used messaging application by the end of 2010. However, you
initially could not attach documents or video.

Signs you’re an old fogey: You still watch movies on a VCR,
listen to vinyl records and shoot photos on film. And you enjoy
using e-mail. That was written in 2010!
Many of us have been using email for almost 40 years. It has
been a great way to communicate. It certainly is faster and more
convenient than faxing. It can eliminate a good bit of phone tag,
particularly when arranging a meeting with several people. It’s a
superb way to quickly share files and documents with others,
avoiding postage and express mail charges.

SMS became a key part of direct marketing, accounting for
almost 50% of mobile messaging revenues.
The number of SMS text messages sent every year has
steadily increased, with 9.3 trillion sent in 2017 in the U.S., but it
has failed to keep pace with the proportional growth of mobile
phones.

Unfortunately, email has also spawned an unbelievable amount
of marketing messages, political messages, joke messages, and
all sorts of other spam messages. Fortunately, most of us use
software and other strategies to avoid much of the spam.

Consumers wanted something better than SMS. Consumers,
particularly younger consumers, wanted faster, even
instantaneous communication. Email is not good for that. It’s
relatively slow, and is better suited for the corporate world and
asynchronous marketing, newsletters etc. So something new
was needed.

An estimated 74 trillion emails are sent annually, but most are
business oriented. There are three times the number of consumer
email accounts than business accounts. Yet business accounts
send far more emails each day than consumer accounts.
Consumer usage of the email is actually declining.
The problem with e-mail, at least young people say, is that it
involves a boringly long process of signing into an account,
typing out a subject line and then sending a message that might
not be received or answered for hours.

Software and communication companies were more than happy
to oblige. They developed Internet–based messaging (IM)
services with numerous facilities and functions available on smart
phones. Thus, we have Apple's iMessage, Facebook’s
Messenger and WhatsApp, Viber, WeChat (mainly in China) and
Line (in Japan). There are now an estimated 7.7 billion instant

Even ignoring population growth and the continuing rise of the
middle-class in Asia, studies indicate the consumers are
communicating more often, it's just that with the surge of smart
5
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And what happened to email? The number of total unique visitors
in the United States to major email sites like Yahoo and Hotmail
is now in steady decline.

messaging accounts in 2019, as compared to an estimated
5.0 billion email accounts.
The length of IM messages is pretty much unlimited.

Consumers can often communicate more easily through texting
and instant messaging apps than through email.

Facebook began developing the prototype of Messenger in 2008.
Users can send messages and exchange photos, videos,
stickers, audio, and files, as well as react to other users'
messages and interact with bots. The service also supports voice
and video calling. The standalone apps support using multiple
accounts, conversations with optional end-to-end encryption,
and playing games.

From PCs to cellphones whether it’s email, social media, IM or
texting, consumers have many ways to communicate and can do
so at any time and in any place. The decline in web-based email
is a byproduct of these shifting dynamics and the increasing
availability of on-demand communication options.”
Users between the ages of 12-17 showed the sharpest decline in
email usage. The number of visitors from this age segment
declined 24%. Usage also declined among users 18-54, as a
general shift in email behavior was evident across most
segments.

Facebook eliminated the subject line on messages after its
research showed that it was most commonly left blank or used
for an uninformative “hi” or “yo.” It also killed the “cc” and “bcc”
lines.
WhatsApp, another messaging app, was acquired by Facebook
in 2014 for approximately $19.3 billion. It has become the
primary means of communication in multiple countries, including
Brazil, India, Pakistan and large parts of Europe, including the
United Kingdom and France

In contrast, email usage increased among those 55 and over. The
number of 55-64 year olds accessing web-based email increased
15%, while those age 65+ also experienced gains.
It is difficult to know exactly what the numbers are, but one
thing is clear - texting and messaging are the preferred way
communicate for almost all age groups. Email is the preferred
way to communicate by businesses.

WhatsApp handled 10 billion messages per day in August 2012.
On June 13, 2013, WhatsApp announced that they had reached
their new daily record by processing 27 billion messages.
As of 2019, Whatsapp had 1.6 billion active users; iMessage, 1.3
billion; Facebook Messenger; 1.3 billion; WeChat, 1.1 billion; QQ
Mobile, 823 million; Viber; 260 million; Telegram, 200 million; and
LINE, 187 million.

Talk to your children and grandchildren. I think you'll find that
almost all of the younger ones (however you define younger) use
messaging much more than email.
So I guess it's time for all of us to learn to use messaging.

In 2014 an estimated 6.5 trillion SMS messages were sent just in
the U.S. Most texts are now sent through the messaging apps
like iMessage, not SMS.
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August 12, 2019. bit.ly/2Zv1Yzi. © about.com. He is Editor-inChief of Lifewire.
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What the Heck is Apple Card and Why Should I
Care?
Apple introduced its Apple Card earlier this year at its all-services
March Event. It slides neatly into Apple’s existing Apple Wallet
App and has a fiscal relationship with Apple Cash, the “pay me
through iMessage” prepaid card and system introduced in 2017.

Why Apple Card May Be the Ultimate
Credit Card, With One Exception
Hands on with Apple's first credit card

There’s a physical card, too. It’s a titanium wonder, scrubbed
clean of almost all recognizable credit card touches. There’s no
credit card number, no CCV or security code. It’s an elegant coda
of sorts to former Chief Creative Officer Jony Ive’s industrydefining Apple design career.
Instead of raised letters, everything from your name to the small
Apple logo in the upper left-hand corner is laser etched. The
magnetic strip is silver instead of brown or rust colored and sits
flush with the bottom edge of the card. Apple even changed the
chip design—seriously.
I had a few credit cards in my wallet, and I noted that the lines on
those little silver or gold chip rectangles were different on each
card. Apple Card chips have a distinct, symmetrical design.

By Lance Ulanoff

I have heard some concerns that the lack of visible numbers and
raised lettering might make the card difficult to use for the vision
impaired, which is a fair concern and I think Apple should offer
raised lettering as an option. Still, I’m guessing they’ll use the
digital version instead.

Credit cards are bad. That’s what I learned early in my financial
life. As a result, I have few and I try to avoid signing up for new
ones. But I can honestly say I was excited to sign up for the
Apple Card, Apple’s first foray into the credit-based financial
sector.

Apple does not expect most Apple Card users to use the
titanium card; ordering it is optional (I ordered one). The reason
the titanium card exists is for retail situations that still run
primarily on physical credit cards: think your favorite restaurant
that likes to spirit away your credit card to the back of the room
and the local gas station where entire gas pumps would have to
be replaced to support tap and pay.

The result is a very Apple-esque personal finance experience
with only a couple of missteps.
Apple Card is the ultimate credit card, at least for Apple
Customers everywhere.

7
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Goldman Sachs shares some Apple Card responsibilities with
Mastercard. So, while Goldman Sachs does all the banking
behind the card, Mastercard manages the transaction between
retailer point of sales systems and the bank

Give Me My Card
Setting up Apple Card is about as easy as you can make credit
card applications (which are already too easy because these
banks want all of us to be tied to their credit systems forever).
Inside Wallet and under the plus sign I found the option to add
Apple Card. There are only a few questions to answer, including
inputting the last four digits of your social security number to
verify your ID and your yearly salary. That second answer helps
Apple’s banking partner Goldman Sachs run a credit check. This
does not take long at all. I had a $20K line of credit in a matter of
minutes.

Even before you have a physical card (which you don't need),
you have a digital credit card that's ready to use.
All these partners do put more eyes on your transactions, but
Goldman Sachs will, according to Apple, only use the data to
manage your Apple Card. They won’t try to sell you additional
bank services and they will not sell the data. Mastercard shares
anonymized, aggregated data with partners, but nothing that can
be identified as you.

Apple walks you through just a handful of screens to set up your
Apple Card.

Getting Your Money

While there’s some concern that Apple is partnering with a bank
for Apple Card, they had no choice. You can’t create a credit
card in the U.S. that is not issued by a bank. Goldman Sachs is
not Apple’s first banking partner. Apple Cash uses Green Dot
Bank. Apple didn’t partner with them for Apple Card because
Green Dot is a pre-paid, debit-only bank.

While the set-up was easy, I did have to work a tiny bit to make
sure that the Apple Card would be used as my primary card in
App Store, iTunes, and any mobile transactions. I did this though
my Apple ID account on the phone and had to do it again in my
Apple Watch App.
8
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As I tipped the watch to the pay kiosk, the barista stared at me in
awe and said, “That’s legit.”
I wondered if he had never seen someone pay with an Apple
Watch before, so I let him know what’s new.
I said, “Yeah, I have the new Apple Card.”
“I know. It’s legit.”
What’s also legit is how Apple does its best to help you track and
manage your finances with the Apple Card interface.

Using Apple Card is just like using Apple pay.
There’s good reason to do this: Apple’s built in Daily Cash. It's a
simple, yet smart reward system that focuses on giving you real
cash instead of points or other rewards that might require a
calculator to figure out just how much you’re really getting.

This is what I saw through my Apple Watch when I bought a
scone at Starbucks. Note, I have to wait until tomorrow for my
Daily Cash to appear in my Apple Cash card.

Transactions made with Apple Card get you:
3% back on Apple products

As soon as I made my first purchase, the details appeared in the
app, including store name, location, time, payment status, and
total. I did note that across all my purchases, the credit card
number was slightly different. This is another protection. If there’s
a data breach at one retailer where I used my Apple Card, Apple
can just cancel that number while leaving my Apple Card intact.

2% on Apple Card purchases outside the Apple ecosystem
1% cash back on purchase made with the physical Apple Card
I have a 2TB iCloud Storage account, a Family Apple Music
account, pay for HBO Now through Apple TV, and often rent
movies through Apple TV. I’m not very good at math but, if I use
Apple Card, there’s the promise of a few cents back each month
from all these purchases.

There is an Apple Card credit card number you can use for
services where you're not using Apple Pay or buying through
iTunes or the App store, too. It's under Card Information and
includes a full 15-digit number, expiration date, and a three digit
security code.

How Do You Like Your Coffee?
With my Apple Card set up on my iPhone and Apple Watch, I hit
the local Starbucks. While the barista rung me up, I opened
Apple Wallet on my Apple Watch and selected the Apple Card.
9
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The app is set up to remind you of when a payment is due—you
can pay directly into your debit bank—and there are guides that
show you how much you need to pay right now to avoid paying
interest. That interest rate is set at 12.99%, which is relatively low
for a credit card. In addition, Apple Card has:

The One Exception
Apple’s so good at providing spending detail that I was surprised
to see that it’s no better than Apple in general at telling you
exactly what you bought through Apple services. My credit card
bills often aggregates Apple charges, so I have no idea that the
$17.99 charge is for a movie and my iCloud storage.It also fails
to list if I bought a movie or an App for $4.99.

No annual fees
No transaction fees

Apple Card’s reports on Apple Service spending are just as
inscrutable. It’s an odd oversight.

No penalties for late payment

You Will Shop

Apple color codes purchase categories. Shopping is gold,
Entertainment is gray or purple, food is orange, and the digital
card changes color depending on where you do most of your
spending.

I walked around New York City, making a few more purchases
and smiling at how much money I might get back. The Daily
Cash back automatically flows into your Apple Cash pre-paid
card and then can be used like real cash wherever Apple Pay is
accepted, or you can transfer it to a friend via iMessage, or even
to your bank account (there is a 1% instant transfer fee, but it
maxes out at $10).

There’s a weekly spending chart, a total balance, and how much
credit remains.

It’s unlikely I’ll ever get rich this way, though. I did some quick
math and found that my purchases were netting me
approximately $1. On the other hand, it might make sense to
shift some other recurring bills, like my Verizon Bill and maybe
my mortgage, to the Apple Card. Now that would be some real
Apple Cash.
Now that I’m an adult, I know that, when used correctly, credit
cards are not evil but rather a tool. In the case of Apple Card, it’s
a power tool for purchases in and outside the Apple ecosystem.

The cool thing about Apple Card is how quickly transactions
show up and the clarity of the information. Note that the left and
center screens are mine, but the third was provided by Apple.
10
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Jean-Louis Gassée posted the following article to
mondaynote.com on August 25, 2019. bit.ly/2ZBfxNr. he was
head of Apple France before becoming head of Macintosh
development (1981 to 1990). He is famous for founding Be Inc.,
creators of the BeOS computer operating system. His blos site is
mondaynote.com.
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flow into the Cash bin in my Wallet. 2% in places where Apple
Pay works (I didn’t need a physical card), 1% where Apple Pay
doesn’t work, and 3% for Apple purchases such as my iCloud
storage payment.
Four days later, I got the physical card and experienced another
instance of simple on-boarding: Place your phone at the bottom
of the white (of course) envelope containing the card and you’re
done, card activated.

Apple Card: What Vs How
By Jean-Louis Gassée
Does the world need a new credit card, especially one without
any outstanding perks? The answer lies in the way the Apple
Card works rather than in the number of miles or the cash rebate
percentages.
A couple
absentlooked at
app in my
noticed
new: A
Apple Card
landed in
dutifully

weeks ago I
mindedly
t h e Wa l l e t
iPhone and
something
gestating
had silently
my Wallet. I
followed the
instructions
to actualize
it.
The
process
would have
been faster
were I not
old and
slow, but it
w
a
s
simple: birth
date, address, income, last four digits of my SSN… Within
minutes I was approved with an adequate credit limit and a
12.99% interest rate — I’m told this is a good rate for credit
cards.

My spouse requested a card when it became available to all
comers last Tuesday, and the on-boarding was even easier. The
card came in three days and appeared to have been already
activated in her Wallet app, no envelope magic trick.
Explaining the difference is above my pay grade and, as long as
everything works, is immaterial. Googling “Apple Card onboarding” and “unboxing” confirmed that the on-boarding
experience is universally pleasant.
Now, after a little less than two weeks using this new payment
system, I’ve begun to hear grumblings from the usual places
about the Card’s weak points, some more important than others.

I replaced my former standard credit card with the Apple Card for
everyday transactions and began to see small amounts of cash
11
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First, we have the usual “It’s Not Really Innovative!” grouse. For
this you may have fun re-reading a September 2012 Monday
Note titled Apple Never Invented Anything. As the date and title
imply, the jibe is old. But the myopia never dies.
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airline miles, access to lounges, special treatment of expense
categories, interest rates, grace periods… There are entire sites,
such as Nerd Wallet, that are dedicated to the fine art of gaming
the credit card system, a fun pursuit if one has the inclination and
time. Fun and legitimate — and I’m not just being polite. The
credit card industry is better known for its tricks than for its
transparency and bonhomie. Credit card issuers present
themselves with big smiles, but we know they have sharp teeth.

A more serious complaint is the lack of a web version of the
Wallet app that’s only available on your iPhone and iPad. What
happens if you lose your phone? How do you pay your Apple
Card bill? The current answer is you must call Apple’s customer
support, give your credit card number — if you remember it —
and proceed from there. Security is a consideration, of course,
but many banking transactions are performed through a browser,
so it’s hardly an unknown issue. It’s just the beginning of the
Apple Card; let’s hope the answer will change.

When it comes to rewards, the critics are correct: None of the
Apple Card features and benefits top what other credit cards
offer in this very diverse and fast-moving industry. And this is
where the kommentariat get it wrong. Rewards isn’t the game
that Apple Card is playing.

On the lighter side, we have the revelation that, Mon Dieu!, blue
denim (bleu de Nîmes) from blue jeans (bleu de Gênes) might
transfer some of its coloring onto the card! The warning is
contained in an Apple Support page that also cautions us about
contact with leather, loose change, keys, or magnets that might
demagnetize the track on the back of the card. This can be
annoying, it happened to one of my cards on a European trip,
partially demagnetized, meaning it sometimes refused to swipe.
(The same card looks rather grotty and has started to delaminate
after less than two years, but it still works on chip terminals.)

For a sufficiently large number of Apple customers, the new
payment system is a classic How vs What proposition — and the
“How” wins. The Wallet app offers complete control over
purchases, payments, rebates, timing, and security, all in one
place. As for security, three different card numbers track
purchases made with the physical card, with a card number on
line, or with Apple Pay on your Watch or iPhone. No need to use
a special third party app, such as the excellent Mint. Everything
is built into the Wallet, itself built in every iPhone and iPad.
And it’s amazingly fast: Purchases appear within seconds, rarely
more than a minute. The speed leads to some idiosyncratic
behavior: You add a generous tip to your restaurant bill, but what
instantly appears in your Wallet app is the original total. The
total-with-tip appears within hours or a day. Also, for reasons
that evade mere mortals, some purchases are noted as
“pending” for a day or more.

As one can imagine, Apple’s overabundant cautionary
statements proved good clickbait fodder, leading one commenter
(who should know better) to compare the Apple Card’s
“vulnerabilities” to the old iPhone 4 antenna problem. Big
difference: Apple let users discover the antenna problem on their
own, which led to a hasty press briefing that resulted in You’re
Holding It Wrong jokes. In today’s case, Apple obeys the Tell It
Now, Tell It All, and Tell It Yourself Law. In the end, much ado
about not much.

After less than two weeks, I find the experience pleasant and well
orchestrated. I particularly appreciate being able to pay off my
balance quickly and easily. Being French and formerly poor, I
can’t stand credit card interest.

The most important grumble is that there are plenty of credit
cards already, cards that offer better rebates, sign-on bonuses,
12
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What does the consumer finance industry think about Apple’s
foray into their world? There’s no hard evidence, but after I
started using my Card, I noticed more aggressive credit card ads
almost everywhere I navigate on line. The new player from
Cupertino must be making an impression.
In the coming months, we can be sure to see one Apple exec or
another run a victory lap, sharing impressive user and transaction
numbers. This will lead to speculation about Apple’s role in the
financial services world. Right now, Apple’s partner is Goldman
Sachs, an honorable and venerable company but a newcomer in
the consumer finance sector. Is this a trial run, and for whom?
For Goldman Sachs using Apple as a launching pad into a new
sector? Or for Apple using Goldman Sachs before taking matters
into its own hands, such as becoming a Think Different consumer
bank?

Can you guess what it is?
The mystery gizmo is a used Kindle e-book reader from 2015,
which I bought on eBay from a repair technician. It lacks frills that
some new e-readers have, like waterproofing, but I’m not the
type to read in the bathtub. So I decided to be a late adopter,
and I couldn’t be happier: The dated Kindle does its job well, and
if I ever break or lose it, I’ll be out 50 bucks and not $200.

If I were in the consumer finance industry, I’d think long and hard
about Apple playing the How vs What game in my territory.

I’m neither a Luddite nor a cheapskate. But after testing
hundreds of tech products — and buying some along the way —
over the last dozen years, I’ve come to a conclusion: People will
almost always get more joy from technology the longer they wait
for it to mature. Cutting-edge gadgets can invoke awe and
temptation, but being an early adopter involves risk, and the
downsides usually outweigh the benefits.

Brian X. Chen posted the following article to nytimes.com on
August 28, 2019. nyti.ms/2ZEfd0x. © The New York Times
Company. He is the lead consumer technology reporter at The
New York Times, and has been a technology commentator on a
number of radio and television programs.

The Joys of Being a Late Tech Adopter

New-gadget season is almost here, but our columnist has
concluded, after testing hundreds of gizmos over the years, that it
pays to wait.

Keep this in mind when, starting next month, we enter the endof-the-year tech frenzy. That’s when companies like Apple,
Samsung and Google will try to woo us with hot new gadgets,
including premium smartphones, tablets and wearable
computers.

By Brian X. Chen
The best gadget that I bought this year cost less than a week’s
worth of groceries. After my smartphone, it’s my most frequently
used piece of tech. It was also released four years ago.

I will be reviewing some of these products and advising whether
they are worthwhile purchases. But my default recommendation
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is to resist hitting the “Buy” button and to wait unless you
absolutely need to replace your older tech.
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“We said everything seems to work well, but we don’t think it’s
worth this price now,” Mr. Guy said. “If you like the iPhone X, wait
a year or two and see what happens.”

“New doesn’t always necessarily mean better, or better in ways
that will matter,” said Nick Guy, a senior staff writer for
Wirecutter, a New York Times company that tests products.

The next year, Apple released the $750 iPhone XR, which was
just as capable as (and in some ways better than) the iPhone X.

Here’s a look at when slow adoption was wise — and fast
adoption a mistake — followed by a look ahead at brand-new
tech to be cautious about.

Kyle Wiens, the chief executive of iFixit, which sells parts and
publishes instructions on repairing devices, said people had
previously upgraded to new phones every 18 months on
average, but could now wait more than three years. That’s
because smartphones have reached a point where their
improvements aren’t as noticeable year after year.

How I learned from the pain of being early
In 2007, I caved and bought Apple’s original iPhone.
Having a fully functional web browser on a mobile device was
too tempting, and as someone with a lousy sense of direction, I
wanted the maps. So that winter, I paid AT&T $600 for the iPhone
with a two-year contract. For a while, I relished being among the
privileged few to live in the future.

“We’re in the golden age of smartphones,” he said. “Your
smartphone from two years ago still works great and will
continue to work for a while.”

That special feeling faded about six months later when Apple
released the second-generation iPhone. Not only did the new
model connect with 3G, a much faster cellular technology at the
time, but it started at just $200 with a contract. Ouch.

My waiting more than a decade to buy a Kindle is an extreme
example of late adoption. There are other, newer examples
highlighting the advantages to this approach.

Psst, want to buy an old watch? Sure!

My second-best gadget purchase this year was the Apple Watch
Series 3. When Apple released that watch in 2017, it cost $330.
This year, retailers like Amazon and Best Buy slashed the price to
$200. Apple sells the newest version of the watch, Series 4, for
$400, and its main improvement is a bigger display — a feature I
can live without because I don’t often look at the watch screen.

I’ve gone through a handful of iPhones since. But that experience
taught me a valuable lesson about the cost of early adoption.
Nowadays, whenever Apple makes major changes to iPhones, I
wait at least a year for it to iterate the tech and release the S
version. (For example, instead of buying the iPhone 5 in 2012, I
waited till 2013 to buy the iPhone 5S, which was faster and more
durable.)

In other words, by waiting and opting for a previous-generation
model, I get to enjoy a fast, long-lasting watch that tracks my
workouts and shows my calendar notifications, among other
perks, for a steep discount.

Wirecutter took a similarly cautious approach with the iPhone X,
Apple’s first radically redesigned smartphone, with a $1,000 price
tag. When the device was released in 2017, Wirecutter gave it a
positive review but encouraged people not to upgrade because
Apple was likely to include the premium features in cheaper
models the next year.

The late adopter approach goes beyond tech, Mr. Wiens said. In
the automobile industry, carmakers occasionally revamp models
with new driving technology and chassis designs. Then they
build on that same design for several years.
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“With cars you never want to buy the first car of a new
generation,” Mr. Wiens said. “When they radically change it,
there’s all kinds of issues.”
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price, it is likely to become a hallmark example of a risky bet for
early adopters.
The wisest thing we can do is pay attention to foldable screens
and how they may benefit us in a few years — but probably not
tomorrow.

A case in point: When I shopped for a car in 2013, I bought a
used Toyota Prius hybrid from 2011, the year after Toyota
released a redesign of the Prius. This generation also came with
a price cut, so I got what had previously been a luxury vehicle for
a modest price.

Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on
August 30, 2019. bit.ly/2ZCH29s. © The Mac Observer. Bob is
the author of more than 80 books, a computer columnist, and
Mac expert. He writes a weekly column for The Mac Observer
and is one of my favorite authors and speakers.

What to look out for this fall
The question that I, as a tech reviewer, hear most often from
friends and colleagues is whether they should buy the new (insert
gadget name here). But using the approach I’ve described, you
can develop an intuition for when it’s a smart time to upgrade —
and when it’s risky.

Things I Like in macOS Catalina

Let’s say that in the coming weeks, Apple releases a new entrylevel iPhone and Google releases a new Pixel smartphone.

By Bob LeVitus
Every summer for as long as I can remember I’ve done the same
thing. First, I write a column warning you of the dangers of
running beta versions of Apple operating systems on any device
you rely upon (for anything). Then, I spend the rest of the summer
running beta versions of macOS and iOS as I update my For
Dummies books. I’m almost finished with macOS Catalina For
Dummies and iPhone For Dummies 13th edition. Which is to say
I spent most of the past decade of summers bursting with desire
to share the best of the new operating systems’ features with
you, gentle reader.

Since Apple did its last big redesign of the iPhone in 2017, the
next one is likely to be an incremental update. As for Google, its
Pixel phones are usually modest upgrades that focus on software
enhancements.
If your current iPhone or Google Pixel is on the fritz, this year
may be a good time to upgrade, assuming the new phones get
positive reviews. (Or, if you’re like me, you could consider last
year’s models when their prices drop after the new ones come
out this year.)
In contrast, a brand-new Samsung phone coming out in
September screams, “Buyer, beware.” That is the Galaxy Fold,
which is the first smartphone that can be folded and unfolded
like a book to decrease or increase its screen size. Samsung
postponed the release after early samples broke in reviewers’
hands in April.

While Apple doesn’t disclose when this year’s crop of new OSes
will ship, if history is any indication, macOS Catalina should
become available on your Macs (free, as usual) before the end of
September.
So here are a couple of new features I like a lot, and think you’ll
like, too.

Samsung said it had since improved the Fold’s design and
construction. But with a tarnished reputation and a nearly $2,000
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Album art for my hit single (not), “iTunes Must Die”—now a free
download!

But First, The Obligatory Disclaimer:
Now, before I discuss any of Catalina’s features, I’d like to (once
again) remind you that I don’t advise installing the very first
release of any major operating system. The first release will be
version 10.15 (or 10.15.0), but don’t be tempted to install it. As a
guy who has been on this riverboat many times, I assure you that
waiting for the first or second bug-fix release—versions 10.15.1
or 10.15.2 respectively before you upgrade—will probably save
you some grief.

The bottom line: I don’t think you’ll miss iTunes a bit.

And My Other Favorite Catalina Feature is…
The second major Catalina feature I’m already in love with is
called Sidecar. It allows you to use an iPad as a second (or even
third or fourth) display with your Mac. The nifty twist is that you
can also use an iPad and an Apple Pencil as a precision drawing
tablet, at least with a handful (so far) of supported Mac apps.

The first bug-fix usually comes along within a month or two of
the first release. Spend that time looking online for reports of
bugs, incompatibilities, apps that fail, or anything else that might
affect your workflow after you upgrade.

Last November I wrote two columns about how much I liked
Duet Display (software) and Luna Display (software/hardware
combination), which both let you use an iPad as an external
display with your Mac.

Sorry for all the weasel words, but if I omit them, I always get
email chastising me for “making me install that &^%$ beta.”
You’ve been warned, so now allow me to tantalize you with the
two macOS Catalina’s features I like best (so far).

Catalina does that and more for free (and does it wirelessly).
You’ve got to love that. I do, and I think you will, too.
P. S. Duet Display, Luna Display, and other apps like them are
about to be “Sherlocked.” If you’re too young to know what that
means, I suggest you ask your dad or mom (assuming they’re
Apple enthusiasts). The rest of you can click here for the Urban
Dictionary definition of “being Sherlocked.”.

What I Like About Catalina (and Think You’ll Like,
Too)
At the top of my list of Catalina’s improvements is the demise of
iTunes, which is replaced by three new apps and the Finder in
Catalina. So far, I find working with
the Music, TV, and Podcasts apps a
lot less confusing than when
everything was crammed into iTunes.

While I expect those products to survive, at least for a while for
Macs and iPads too old to upgrade to Catalina or iPad OS, I
always feel bad for developers when they get Sherlocked. (Like
Dan Wood and Karelia Software, who have been Sherlocked not
once but twice! Ouch!)

And using the Finder to sync files
with iOS devices just makes sense
and seems easier ever before once
you get used to it.

…and that’s all he wrote…

You know how I feel about iTunes…
(If you don’t, click here or click the
album art below to find out.)
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Charlotte Henry posted the following article to macobserver.com
on August 29, 2019 tinyurl.com/9597fae © The Mac Observer,
Inc. She is a media junkie, covering how Apple is not just a
revolutionary tech firm, but a revolutionary media firm for TMO.
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However, Mr. Wozniak insisted that “Apple is the best of the
companies for a lot of different reasons.” These included “caring
about the customers” and “making money off good products not
really tracking you and following you.”

Steve Wozniak: ‘I Wish Apple Had Split
Up’
Geoffrey A. Fowler posted the following article to
washingtonpost.com on August 26, 2019. wapo.st/2ZGuuOg. ©
The Washington Post. He is a technology consultant

ByCharlotte Henry
Apple should have “split up a long time ago,” according to cofounder Steve Wozniak. He said that the company should have
“spun-off independent divisions.”

The Spy in Your Wallet: Credit Cards
Have a Privacy Problem
In a privacy experiment, we bought one banana with the new
Apple Card — and another with the Amazon Prime Rewards Visa
from Chase. Here’s who tracked, mined and shared our data.

Steve Wozniak Wanted “Independent Divisions”
In an interview with Bloomberg TV, Mr. Wozniak said:
I wish Apple on its own had split up a long time ago and spun-off
independent divisions to faraway places and let them think
independently.
He noted Hewlett Packard did that during his time working
there. Mr. Woznkiak said that “big tech has gotten too big. It’s too
powerful a force in our life and its taken our choices away.”

A single swipe of your credit card hands over data to at least a
half-dozen kinds of companies.

By Geoffrey A. Fowler
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Tech columnist Geoffrey A. Fowler tracked the same purchase at
Target with two kinds of credit cards: the Chase Amazon Prime
Rewards Visa and the Apple Card.

swipe for purposes unrelated to payment and preventing fraud.
“Where does it end? Nobody really knows,” says Ted Rossman,
an analyst at comparison site CreditCards.com.

I recently used my credit card to buy a banana. Then I tried to
figure out how my credit card let companies buy me.

I pored over these companies’ privacy policies. Then I asked
more than two dozen to get specific about what they actually do
with our transactions. What data are they sharing and with
whom?

You might think my 29-cent swipe at Target would be just between
me and my bank. Heavens, no. My banana generated data that’s
probably worth more than the banana itself. It ended up with
marketers, Target, Amazon, Google and hedge funds, to name a
few.

Some didn’t answer. Others sent me to a Bermuda Triangle of
legalese where few straight answers escaped alive. In 2019, it’s
hard to trust companies that don’t think they owe us clarity about
data.

Oh, the places a banana will go in the sprawling card-data
economy. Despite a federal privacy law covering cards, I found
that six types of businesses could mine and share elements of my
purchase, multiplied untold times by other companies they might
have passed it to. Credit cards are a spy in your wallet — and it’s
time that we add privacy, alongside rewards and rates, to how we
evaluate them.

What I learned: The card data business is booming for
advertisers, for aiding investors and for helping retailers and
banks encourage more spending. And there are many ways a
card swipe can be exploited that don’t always require a
transaction being “sold” or “shared” in a way that fully identifies
you. Data can be aggregated, anonymized, hashed or
pseudonymized (given a new name), or used to target you
without ever technically changing hands.

Apple, branching out from gadgets, just began offering a needed
alternative. The new Apple Card’s best attribute is privacy (though
the fashion faux pas of its white titanium has gotten more
attention). Apple restrains bank partner Goldman Sachs from
selling or sharing your data with marketers. But the Apple Card,
which runs on the Mastercard network, doesn’t introduce much
new technology to protect you from a lot of other hands grabbing
at the till.

What’s the harm? We’re legally protected from fraudulent charges
and unfair lending practices. But spending patterns can reveal
lots — possibly enough to blackmail you. Anytime data passes to
new hands, there’s another chance it could get stolen. (Witness:
Equifax.)
And card data surely helps businesses but can put consumers at
a relative disadvantage. “The more they know they know about
you, the more opportunities there are for manipulation,” says
Chris Hoofnagle, a law and information professor at the University
of California at Berkeley. Data can be used to model behaviors,
such as figuring out exactly how many price hikes or awful
experiences customers will put up with before bolting.

With my banana test — two bananas, one purchased with the
popular Chase Amazon Prime Rewards Visa and the other with
Apple’s Mastercard — I hoped to uncover the secret life of my
credit card data. But in this murky industry, I was only partly
successful. Unlike my other recent technology experiments, such
as watching what my iPhone does while I sleep, I couldn’t hack
into my cards to follow the data.

People can have different views on whether it’s worth exchanging
data for airline miles or cash back. But how are we supposed to

Instead, I asked insiders and privacy advocates to help identify
the types of companies that had given themselves access to my
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make informed decisions when we don’t know where our data is
going?
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Goldman still shares information with credit agencies about
whether you pay your bills. But it says it doesn’t feed transactions
to marketers or a sister company that mines card data.

So who all can track, mine or share your transactions? Where
does the Apple Card help? Let’s unravel the six kinds of
companies that sold me out. It’s bananas.

Co-branded card partners get a piece of the action, too. Of course
Amazon receives data when you buy products on Amazon with its
card. What about other purchases? Chase says it shares
information with co-brand partners “at a high level only — not
specific details around which merchant, and not specific items
purchased,” but Wexler declined to be specific. Amazon also
wouldn’t say exactly what it receives. (Amazon chief executive
Jeff Bezos owns The Washington Post.)

1) The bank
When I swiped my cards, of course my banks received data.
What’s surprising is who they can share it with. My data helped
identify me to Chase’s marketing partners, who send me junk
mail. Some data even got fed to retail giant Amazon because it
co-branded my card.

As a co-branded partner, Apple says it can’t access data about
your transactions outside Apple. The details of your purchases,
visible in the Wallet app, are encrypted so Apple can’t see them.

Banks have long been required to report suspicious transactions
to the government. But the 1999 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act also
allows banks to share personally identifiable data with companies.
They just have to send a privacy notice and give you the right to
opt out. (More on opting out below.)

2) The card network
This is where Apple’s advantage starts to fade. Once my banana
purchase passed to card networks run by Visa and Mastercard,
either might have shared them — in an anonymized form — with
businesses including tourism bureaus, Google and more.

When I used my Visa, Chase’s privacy statement reserves the
right to share my data for seven different kinds of reasons. The
most appalling category is: “For nonaffiliates to market to you.”
Who are “nonaffiliates?” Whoever the bank darned well wants.
The term just means a company not owned by Chase.

The networks, whose main business is connecting banks, have
side gigs in aggregating purchases and selling them as “data
insights.” Visa said it allows clients to see data on populations as
small as 50 people, often tied to groups in Zip codes. Mastercard
wouldn’t disclose its minimum group size.

Chase would not tell me the specific data it shared from my card
or the companies it shared it with. Instead, spokeswoman Patricia
Wexler listed kinds of data Chase doesn’t share — including
“personalized transaction level data.” But that leaves room for lots
of uses. Chase, for example, opts us in to receiving offers from
partner companies based on our spending habits.

One Mastercard program particularly irks privacy advocates.
Bloomberg has reported that data from millions of Mastercards —
now likely including Apple Cards — ends up helping Google track

Most banks format privacy statements on a page they mail you
labeled “FACTS.” A chart lists many kinds of organizations the
bank might potentially share your data with — and where you
have the ability to opt out. (
This is where the Apple Card is different. In the Goldman Sachs
privacy statement, its answer to most kinds of sharing is “no.”
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retail sales. Data goes into a double-blind system that lets the
Web giant link ads people have seen back to purchases they’ve
made in the real world. A person familiar with the matter, who
wasn’t authorized to speak about it, confirmed the deal to me.
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other details and often reserve rights to share data in some form.
What are they doing with it?
This is where my data trail gets particularly murky. Target wouldn’t
say who its so-called acquiring bank is or what restrictions it
places on it.

The firms wouldn’t acknowledge the specific program but
emphasize Mastercard scrubs identifiable information. Mastercard
spokesman Jim Issokson said, “Mastercard is not sharing any
data or insights for ad measurement purposes to any of the tech
giants.” Google spokeswoman Anaik von der Weid said, “We
have developed advanced, privacy protective technology in this
area, precisely to avoid the sharing of personal information.”

Target also wouldn’t say what data restrictions it puts on the
company that makes its swipe terminals, Verifone. That company
didn’t answer my emails.
An experience you might have had at a coffee shop shows what’s
possible. Ever swipe your card and the terminal already knows
the phone number or email to send a receipt? That’s because the
system has linked your card to a profile — and you’ve
volunteered those details before.

The Apple Card doesn't provide much more protection from
retailer data gathering and sharing than other credit cards.

3) The store

Square, one maker of those systems, says it does not “sell” that
data. But it does pass an email or phone number we enter for
receipts back to the merchant. And it shares aggregated data
about purchases with organizations including trade groups.

To Target, my credit card acted as a kind of ID — each swipe
helps build a “guest profile” about me. That’s useful for learning
my habits, targeting me with ads on Facebook and sharing
information about me with others. It made no difference whether I
paid with the Chase Visa or Apple Card.

5) Mobile wallets
I paid for my bananas with physical cards, but smartphonepayment systems introduce even more hands on transactions.
Apps can access and store not only what you buy but also where
you go.

Target says it does not “sell” our data. But its privacy policy grants
it the right to “share your personal information with other
companies” who “may use the information we share to provide
special offers and opportunities to you.”

Google Pay for Android stores transactions in your Google
account. Google says it doesn’t allow advertisers to target you
based on that data. But Google Pay’s default privacy settings,
which you can adjust, grant it rights to use your personal
information to allow Google companies to market to you.

Who are these companies: Marketers? Data brokers? Other
retailers? Target spokeswoman Jenna Reck wouldn’t say.
What specifically does Target share? That “varies,” Reck said but
added, “We provide aggregated, de-identified information
whenever possible.”

The Samsung Pay app has details from your past 20
transactions, though the company says the information isn’t
stored on its servers. The app also delivers location-based
promotions.

4) Point-of-sale systems and retailer banks
The tech that helps stores track us often comes from card-swipe
machines and the merchant banks that process transactions for
them. Those firms gain access to your name, card number and
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Apple says it doesn’t retain transaction information “that can be
tied back to you” when you use Apple Pay.
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By law, credit card companies give us ways to opt out of some of
their data sharing, though sharing with other financial institutions
and joint-marketing partners is usually exempt. Chase and
American Express have online forms you can fill out. To opt out
with Citibank you have to call 888-214-0017; for Discover call
800-225-5202.

6) Financial apps
Many free financial services are after your data. Intuit’s Mint,
which lets you track all your accounts in one place, uses your
data to market to you in its app. Financial software maker Yodlee
sells de-identified data from customers to market research firms,
retailers and investors.

Through online forms, you can also opt out of the data-sharing
programs with Visa and Mastercard. (Anyone with an Apple Card
will need to do this to bolster their privacy.)

Your email might also be a mole. Anytime you receive a receipt in
Gmail, Google adds to it to a purchases database. Google says it
doesn’t use the contents of Gmail to target ads, but that leaves
open other uses.

Even some stores offer an out. Target says customers can call
800-440-0680 and ask to be removed from having personal
information shared for marketing.
Many of these companies say giving us these “choices” is
sufficient. That’s nonsense. With data, the devil is in the defaults
— companies know a vanishingly small number of people will
ever adjust settings. And how can we exercise a choice if we
don’t even know what’s happening with our data?

The Apple Card helped protect our banana purchase from some
snooping but not all of it. (James Pace-Cornsilk/The Washington
Post)

Opting out
If you care about privacy, there are steps you can take to better
protect your life as a consumer — but it’s patchwork.

The recent headlines about Facebook and Equifax opened a lot
more eyes to how privacy affects our lives in unforeseen ways.
Other businesses should take that as a warning: Data is the new
corporate social responsibility.

Perhaps it goes without saying, but you could pay with cash. That
won’t help if you swipe a loyalty card ... or once businesses start
using facial recognition.

If a company wants our trust, it’s no longer good enough to say,
“We care about your privacy,” and point to some legalese. It’s
time to come clean.

I plan to continue using the Apple Card, even though its rewards
aren’t as good as other cards. Its contracts with Goldman protect
you from some bank surveillance capitalism. Apple Card also
doesn’t work with nosy apps like Mint — you have to access your
account details through the app on your iPhone.

Dig Deeper: Personal tech + Privacy
Want to learn about how to keep your personal information
private? Check out our curated list of stories below.

But I’m disappointed Apple didn’t build new kinds of privacy
technology to help counteract all the other categories of
companies using each swipe. For example, the card offered by a
start-up called Privacy uses a different number for each (online
only) transaction so you can’t be as easily tracked.

Get smart about stopping spam calls
Americans receive more than 5.2 billion automated calls in a
month. But there are new apps to help stem the deluge.
Understanding what your phone tracks for marketers
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As tech columnist Geoffrey Fowler slept, a dozen marketing
companies used his iPhone to learn his number, email, location
and IP address.

ashamed of what I did as a young man — cheating, stealing and,
along the way, deceiving and hurting people — I was grateful for
the opportunity to turn myself around.

Say no to your default privacy settings

My story, which is depicted in my 1980 memoir, "Catch Me If You
Can," gave me a wider audience to talk about fraud prevention.

Changing privacy default settings means you’ll get less
personalization from some services, but it can slow down the
number of eerie on-the-nose ads driven by data siphoned by
major companies.

Protect your identity
Identity theft is the deliberate use of someone else's identity (e.g.,
name, address, Social Security number, bank accounts) to get
money and credit, obtain employment, steal property, falsify
educational and other credentials, access healthcare and more.
The worst-case scenario is when an identity thief drains your
bank accounts, takes your property and sells or trades your
sensitive information.

August 28, 2019 Frank Abagnale is a former professional
impostor and the author of the best-selling memoir, "Catch Me If
You Can." He is one of the world's most respected authorities on
fraud.. See bit.ly/30OGrPz.

In 2017, during talk I gave at Google, a young man posed a
question that I'm often asked: "Given all the advancements in
computing and technology, isn't it harder for today's criminals to
steal your identity than it was back in the 1960s?"

Never Use a Debit Card, Plus Other
Advice From a Former Con Artist

The answer, I told him, is no: It's not harder. In fact, it's about
4,000 times easier today than it was then.

By Frank Abagnale

Technology is the identity thief's best tool

Every year, millions of American consumers — nearly 7% of the
population — are victims of scams and fraud. In 2017, the
number of fraud victims in the US reached 16.7 million, with $16.8
billion lost.

Identify thieves love technology because it gives them a
convenient pathway to the details of your life.
Just think about all that's available to you with just a few taps on
your keyboard: Credit card reports, bank account numbers and
personal and family details. It's all there.

"A debit card is certainly and truly the worst financial tool
ever given to the American consumer," says fraud expert
Frank Abagnale.

You just have to know how to look for it — and con artists are very
good at seeking and finding information. With today's technology,
all a thief has to do is go online, give a check-printing service your
name and account number, have the checks sent to a post office
box and voilà — there goes the contents of your checking
account.

For more than 45 years, I've worked with, advised and consulted
with the FBI and hundreds of financial institutions, corporations
and government agencies around the world to help them in their
fight against fraud.
But my expertise began more than 50 years ago, in an unusual
way: I was one of the world's most famous con artists. While I'm
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In the 1960s, when I wrote fake checks under a business' or an
individual's name and account number — in essence, stealing
their identity — I needed a four-color printing press, typesetting
equipment and the technical know-how to run those machines.
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If there's a large data breach (and you know that there will be)
and a criminal does somehow get my credit card number and
charges $1 million on it, I'm protected and my credit card
company will cancel the card and send a new one within the next
couple of days.

Now all I'd need to do is go to a corporate website, grab its logo
and then to a banking website to download its logo. Next, I'd have
to make a phone call to the accounts receivable department of
the company whose identity I plan to steal and ask for writing
instructions so I could ostensibly wire funds I owe them.

I won't be responsible for any purchases made. If the same thing
happens and the criminals get my debit card information,
however, I could lose the money in my bank account and have a
difficult and lengthy time recovering it.

And just like that, I'd know which bank the company uses and its
account number at that bank. Then, I'd go online to access the
company's annual report.

Also, keep your check-writing to a minimum and be vigilant about
examining your bank statements frequently.
Frank Abagnale is a former professional impostor and the author
of the best-selling memoir, "Catch Me If You Can." He is one of
the world's most respected authorities on the subjects of fraud,
forgery and cyber security. Trusted by the FBI for more than four
decades, Frank also lectures at the FBI's Academy and field
offices.

Lo and behold, now I have a copy of the chairperson's or CEO's
signature from the letter at the beginning of the report, which I can
put on the checks I created through the miracle of technology. All
of it totally authentic to the very last detail — except that the
money isn't mine, and the check is a fake.

*This is an adapted excerpt from "Scam Me If You Can," by Frank
Abagnale with permission of Portfolio, an imprint of Penguin
Publishing Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC.
Copyright © Frank Abagnale, 2019.

Don't use debit cards
Want to avoid identity theft? Never, ever use a debit card. I don't
own one. I never have and I never will. I don't recommend them to
anyone — not my family, not my friends, not you.
As I said at the Google talk, a debit card is certainly and truly the
worst financial tool ever given to the American consumer. Why?
It's simple: Every time you use one, you put your money and your
bank account at risk.
Instead, use a credit card. I use one for practically all of my
purchases, even when I'm traveling abroad. With credit cards,
federal law limits my liability if there's an unauthorized use of my
card.
When I use a credit card, I'm spending the credit card company's
money every day until I pay my bill at the end of the month.
Meanwhile, my money is earning interest in a bank account.
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Andy Greenberg and Lily Hay Newman posted the following
article to to wired.com on August 30, 2019. bit.ly/2ZOfRZH. ©
Conde Nast Digital. They are is a senior writer and staff writer,
respectively for WIRED, both covering security, privacy,
information freedom, and hacking.
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they've indiscriminately hacked thousands of iPhones just by
getting them to visit a website.
On Thursday evening, Google's Project Zero security research
team revealed a broad campaign of iPhone hacking. A handful of
websites in the wild had assembled five so-called exploit chains—
tools that link together security vulnerabilities, allowing a hacker
to penetrate each layer of iOS digital protections. The rare and
intricate chains of code took advantage of a total of 14 security
flaws, targeting everything from the browser's "sandbox" isolation
mechanism to the core of the operating system known as the
kernel, ultimately gaining complete control over the phone.

Mysterious iOS Attack Changes Everything
We Know About iPhone Hacking
For two years, a handful of websites have indiscriminately hacked
thousands of iPhones.

They were also used anything but sparingly. Google's researchers
say the malicious sites were programmed to assess devices that
loaded them, and to compromise them with powerful monitoring
malware if possible. Almost every version of iOS 10 through iOS
12 was potentially vulnerable. The sites were active since at least
2017, and had thousands of visitors per week.
"This is terrifying," says Thomas Reed, a Mac and mobile
malware research specialist at the security firm Malwarebytes.
"We’re used to iPhone infections being targeted attacks carried
out by nation-state adversaries. The idea that someone was
infecting all iPhones that visited certain sites is chilling."

A New Paradigm
The attack is notable not just for its breadth, but for the depth of
information it could glean from a victim iPhone. Once installed, it
could monitor live location data, or be used to grab photos,
contacts, and even passwords and other sensitive information
from the iOS Keychain.

A newly revealed attack hit thousands of iPhones with
sophisticated spyware, upending long-held assumptions about
the nature of iOS hacks.
Hacking the iPhone has long been considered a rarified
endeavor, undertaken by sophisticated nation-states against only
their most high-value targets. But a discovery by a group of
Google researchers has turned that notion on its head: For two
years, someone has been exploiting a rich collection of iPhone
vulnerabilities with anything but restraint or careful targeting. And

With such deep system access, the attackers could also
potentially read or listen to communications sent through
encrypted messaging services, like WhatsApp, iMessage, or
Signal. The malware doesn't break the underlying encryption, but
these programs still decrypt data on the sender and receiver's
devices. Attackers may have even grabbed access tokens that
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can be used to log into services like social media and
communication accounts. Reed says that victim iPhone users
would probably have had no indication that their devices were
infected.

It actually costs far less than that per dissident if you’re attacking
a group. If your target is an entire class of people and you're
willing to do a watering hole attack, the per-dissident price can be
very cheap."

Google hasn't named the websites that served as a "watering
hole" infection mechanism, or shared other details about the
attackers or who their victims were. Google says it alerted Apple
to its zero-day iOS vulnerabilities on February 1, and Apple
patched them in iOS 12.1.4, released on February 7. Apple
declined to comment about the findings. But based on the
information Project Zero has shared, the operation is almost
certainly the biggest known iPhone hacking incident of all time.

It remains far from clear who might be behind the brazen
campaign, but both its sophistication and focus on espionage
suggest state-sponsored hackers. And Quintin points out that the
campaign's mass infection tactics imply a government that wants
to surveil a large group that might self-select by visiting a certain
website. "There are plenty of minority groups like the Chinese
Uyghurs, Palestinians, people in Syria, whose respective
governments would like to spy on them like this," Quintin says.
"Any of those governments would be happy to pull out this
technique, if they came into exploit chains of this magnitude."

"The prevailing wisdom and math has been incorrect.” Cooper
Quintin, Eff Threat Lab

The campaign bears many of the hallmarks of a domestic
surveillance operation, says Jake Williams, a former NSA hacker
and founder of the security firm Rendition Infosec. And the fact
that it persisted undetected for two years suggests that it may
have been contained to a foreign country, since this kind of data
traveling to a faraway server would have otherwise raised alarms.
"After two years without getting caught, I can’t fathom this has
crossed national boundaries," he adds.

It also represents a deep shift in how the security community
thinks about rare zero-day attacks and the economics of
"targeted" hacking. The campaign should dispel the notion, writes
Google Project Zero researcher Ian Beer, that every iPhone
hacking victim is a "million-dollar dissident"—a nickname given to
now-imprisoned UAE human rights activist Ahmed Mansour in
2016 after his iPhone was hacked. Since an iPhone hacking
technique was estimated at the time to cost $1 million or more—
as much as $2 million today, according to some published prices
—attacks against dissidents like Mansour were thought to be
expensive, stealthy, and highly focused as a rule.

Wake-Up Call
The hackers still made some strangely amateurish mistakes,
Williams mentions, making it all the more extraordinary that they
operated so long without being detected. The spyware the
hackers installed with their zero-day tools didn't use HTTPS
encryption, potentially allowing other hackers to intercept or alter
the data the spyware stole in transit. And that data was siphoned
over to a server whose IP addresses were hard-coded into the
malware, making it far easier to locate the group's servers, and
harder for them to adapt their infrastructure over time. (Google
carefully left those IP addresses out of its report.)

The iPhone-hacking campaign Google uncovered upends those
assumptions. If a hacking operation is brazen enough to
indiscriminately hack thousands of phones, iPhone hacking isn't
all that expensive, according to Cooper Quintin, a security
researcher with the Electronic Frontier Foundation's Threat Lab.
"The prevailing wisdom and math has been incorrect," says
Quintin, who focuses on state-sponsored hacking that targets
activists and journalists. "We've sort of been operating on this
framework, that it costs $1 million to hack the dissident’s iPhone.
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Given the mismatch between crude spyware and highly
sophisticated zero-day chains used to plant it, Williams
hypothesizes that the hackers may be a government agency that
bought the zero-day exploits from a contractor, but whose own
inexperienced programmers coded the malware left behind on
targeted iPhones. "This is someone with a ton of money and
horrible tradecraft, because they’re relatively young at this game,"
he says.
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SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS
February 9 - Jeff Porten - An author of several Take
Control eBooks.
March 9 - Mark Bazrod - Long time MLMUG member,
presenter, and Newsletter Editor.

Regardless of who may be behind it, the mass undetected
hacking of thousands of iPhones should be a wake-up call to the
security industry—and particularly anyone who has dismissed
iOS hacking as an outlier phenomenon, unlikely to affect anyone
whose secrets aren't worth $1 million. "To be targeted might mean
simply being born in a certain geographic region or being part of a
certain ethnic group," Google's Beer writes. "All that users can do
is be conscious of the fact that mass exploitation still exists and
behave accordingly; treating their mobile devices as both integral
to their modern lives, yet also as devices which when
compromised, can upload their every action into a database to
potentially be used against them."

April 13 - Dave Comeau - Long time MLMUG member and
entrepreneur.
May 11 - Dave Hamilton - Co-founder of The Mac
Observer and publisher and co-host of the Mac Geek
Gab Podcast
June 9- Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29, East
Whiteland
September 14 - .Jeff Gorman - Apple Specialist , PMUG
member; and owner of Creative Computing in New
Hope, NJ.
October 12 - Fran Rabuck - Technology/Strategy Research
Analyst, Visionary Communicator and Futurist
November 9 - Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading expert on
Apple products and software. Has written or cowritten more than 85 popular computer books. Known
for his trademark humorous style and unerring ability
to translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice
for regular folks.
December 14 - Pot Luck Buffet, Member's Show and
Tell, and Election of Officers for 2020 - An
opportunity to enjoy friends, and good food, A "Show
and Tell” session.
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24, 2019. bit.ly/30QtYL8. .© About, Inc. He is a consultant and
writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has
written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product reviews.
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take a closer look at some of the tradeoffs and see whether an
iMac is a good fit for your needs.

Expandability or the Lack Thereof
The iMac's design limits the types of expansion that end users
can perform, but that's not necessarily a bad thing. This design
decision allowed Apple to devise a great-looking, compact
machine that has all the features many individuals will ever need.

What You Should Know Before You Buy
an iMac
Is an iMac the right computer for you?

The iMac was created for individuals who spend most of their
time working with computer software, and little or no time
tweaking hardware. This is an important distinction, particularly if
you enjoy fiddling with hardware more than you realize. But if you
just want to get the work done (and have a little fun), the iMac can
deliver.

By Tom Nelson

Expandable RAM
The iMac may not be particularly flexible when it comes to userconfigurable hardware, but depending on the model, the iMac can
have no user-accessible RAM slots, two user-accessible RAM
slots, or four user-accessible RAM slots.
The recent versions of the 21.5-inch iMac dropped useraccessible RAM slots in favor of either internal slots that would
require complete disassembly of the iMac to change RAM, a very
difficult task, or RAM that is directly soldered to the iMac’s
motherboard. If you're considering the 21.5-inch iMac, you may
want to order the computer with more RAM than the standard
configuration since you won't be able to upgrade the RAM at a
later date, at least not easily in most cases.

The Apple iMac is a superb desktop computer that combines the
power of the seventh-generation Intel i5 or i7 core processor with
your choice of a 21.5-inch or 27-inch display, plus a large helping
of Apple's well-deserved reputation for style. The result is a
gorgeous, all-in-one desktop Mac that has been setting industry
trends since its debut in 1998.

The 27-inch iMac, regardless of the model, still has four useraccessible RAM slots, allowing you to expand the RAM yourself.
Apple even provides detailed instructions on how to access the
RAM slots and install new RAM modules.

Every all-in-one computer requires at least a few tradeoffs. Before
you decide that an iMac would look stunning on your desk, let's
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And no, you're not stuck buying RAM from Apple; you can buy
RAM from many different third-party suppliers. Just make sure the
RAM you purchase meets the iMac’s RAM specifications.
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Display: Retina or Standard?
Apple currently offers the iMac with two display types for each
size. The 21.5-inch iMac comes with either a standard 21.5-inch
display using 1920 by 1080 resolution, or a 21.5-inch Retina 4K
display with a 4096 by 2304 resolution.

If you’re considering purchasing a new 27-inch iMac, consider
buying the iMac configured with just the minimum RAM, and then
upgrading the RAM yourself. You can save a nice chunk of
change this way, which can leave you some cash for buying apps
or peripherals you may need.

The 27-inch iMac is only available with a 27-inch Retina 5K
display using a 5120 by 2880 resolution. Early versions of the 27inch iMac also had a standard display available at 2560 by 1440
resolution, but all recent models make use of the higher resolution
Retina 5K display.

The 27-inch iMac Pro is the newest model of the iMac, released
in December 2017. The iMac Pro boasts
impressive specifications including up to 18 processors cores,
RAM upgradable to a ridiculous 128GB, a Radeon Pro Vega
designated (up to 16GB) video card, and a choice of a 1TB, 2TB,
or 4TB solid-state drive. The iMac Pro does not have any RAM
access panels, but with the base model coming with 32GB; and
the intended users of the iMac Pro usually knowing their usage
before shopping for a new computer there isn't much need for it.

Apple defines Retina displays as having a high enough pixel
density that a person is unable to see individual pixels at a normal
viewing distance. So, what is a normal viewing distance? When
Apple unveiled the first Retina display, Steve Jobs said a normal
viewing distance was about 12-inches. Of course, he was
referring to the iPhone 4. It's hard to imagine trying to work at a
12-inch distance from a 27-inch iMac. The average working
distance from a 27-inch iMac is more along the lines of 22-inches
or more. At that distance, you can’t see individual pixels, resulting
in one of the best-looking displays you've ever seen.

Display: Size and Type
The iMac is available in two display sizes, and displays in two
different resolutions. Before we take a look at Retina or Standard
displays, let's start with the question of size.

Besides the pixel density, Apple has gone to great effort to ensure
the Retina displays have a wide color gamut, meeting or
exceeding the DCI-P3 gamut range. If you worry about color
space, then the iMac’s Retina display is an excellent choice. It
may not match high-end color monitors, but remember, when you
buy an iMac, you're getting a Mac computer and a display for less
than the cost of some 5K monitors by themselves.

It's often said that bigger is better. When it comes to iMac
displays, at least, this is certainly true. Available in 21.5-inch and
27-inch versions, both iMac displays perform well, using IPS LCD
panels with LED backlighting. This combination provides a wide
viewing angle, a large contrast range, and very good color fidelity.
The only possible downside to the iMac’s display is that it's only
offered in a glossy configuration; no matte display option is
available. The glossy display produces deeper blacks and more
vibrant colors, but at the possible cost of glare.

Storage: Bigger, Faster, or Both?
For the iMac, the answer is it depends on the type of storage.
Baseline versions of the 21.5-inch iMacs come equipped with a
5400 RPM 1 TB hard drive while the 27-inch iMac makes use of a
1 TB Fusion drive as its baseline. The iMac Pro starts off with a 1
TB SSD

Thankfully, new iMacs, especially those using the Retina display,
come equipped with an anti-glare coating that really helps keep
glare at bay.
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From there, you can step up to a Fusion drive, which combines a
small PCIe flash storage drive with a 1, 2, or 3 TB 7200 RPM
hard drive. The Fusion drive gives you the best of both worlds
because it's able to offer better speed than just a hard drive, and
much larger storage space than most SSDs.

components dedicated to graphics, are still part of the iMac’s
motherboard design, and aren't off-the-shelf graphics cards that
can be purchased from third parties. You can’t upgrade the
graphics at a later date.

If the Fusion drives don't meet your needs, and speed is what you
need, then all of the iMac models can be configured with PCIebased flash storage systems, from 256 GB through 2 TB.

The iMac offers many advantages over traditional desktops. Aside
from an obviously smaller footprint, the iMac also has a very good
quality, large, widescreen display that could easily cost anywhere
from $300 to $2,500 if purchased as an equivalent standalone
LCD display.

So, What Are the Advantages of an iMac?

Remember, you won't be able to easily change the internal hard
drive later, so pick the configuration you can comfortably afford. If
cost is really an issue, don't feel you have to blow the budget up
front. You can always add an external hard drive later, although
that somewhat defeats the purpose of an all-in-one computer.

The iMac comes bundled with some of the same attractive and
useful hardware and software that comes with a Mac Pro. The
iMac ships with a built-in iSight camera and microphone, built-in
stereo speakers, a Bluetooth keyboard, and a Magic Mouse 2.

The iMac models provide for external expansion using
Thunderbolt 2 and USB 3 ports.

Is an iMac Right for You?

Graphics Processor Options

The iMac is a great computer, one that is solid choice for most
individuals. The built-in display is wonderful. And let's face it: The
iMac's form factor is without a doubt one of the sleekest and best
available for a desktop computer.

The iMac’s graphics have come a long way since the earlier
models. Apple tends to vacillate between AMD Radeon graphics,
NVIDIA-based graphics, and Intel integrated GPUs.

Despite its obvious appeal, the iMac at least in its base
configurations is probably a poor choice for advanced graphics
and video professionals, who need more robust graphics than is
available in the entry level iMac. Graphics and video pros are also
better served by more RAM expandability and more drive storage
options, features that make the 27-inch iMac and the Mac Pro a
better choice for their needs.

Current models of the 27-inch Retina iMacs make use of AMD
Radeon Pro 570, 575, and 580. The 21.5-inch iMac uses Intel Iris
Graphics 640 or Radoen Pro 555, 560. And the iMac Pro gives
users the option of the Radeon Pro Vega 56 with 8 GB of HBM2
memory or the Radeon Pro Vega 64 with 16 GB of HBM2
memory.
While the Intel graphics options are good enough performers, the
AMD Radeon discrete graphics are a much better choice for
those who work professionally with video and photos. They also
offer a good deal more performance when you need to take a
break and play a few games.

On the other hand, the iMac, especially those with a Retina
display, may be just the right choice for any pro or amateur
photographer, video editor, audio editor, or just plain multimedia
junkie who is looking for outstanding performance without
breaking the bank.

A word of caution: Even though we mentioned that some iMac
models make use of discrete graphics, that doesn't mean you can
update or replace the graphics. The graphics, while using discrete
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in order to save on battery life. Just use a few that make the
most sense for how you use your iPhone.
Tip: Did you know that some iPhones support wireless charging?
Charging your phone wirelessly won't save you any battery time,
however, and might even slow down the time it takes to charge
your iPhone if you're using a slow charger.

30 Tips To Save Battery on iPhone

01 Prevent Background App Refresh

Simple ways to use your iPhone longer

By Sam Costello

There are a number of features designed to make your iPhone
smarter and ready for you whenever you need it. One of these
features is Background App Refresh.

Anyone who’s used an iPhone for even a few days has
discovered that while the device is powerful and perhaps even
more fun than any other smartphone, the fun comes with a price:
battery life. Any halfway-intensive iPhone user will recharge their
phone every couple of days if not every single day.

This feature looks at the apps you use most often and the time of
day that you use them, and then automatically updates them for
you so that the next time you open one of those apps, the latest
information is waiting for you.

There are ways to conserve iPhone battery life but many of them
involve turning off services and features, which makes it a choice
between all the cool things that the iPhone can do and having
enough juice to do them.

For instance, if you always check social media at 7:30 am, iOS
learns that and automatically updates your social apps before
that time. Needless to say, this useful feature drains battery.

Below are 30 tips to help you extend your iPhone's power, but
remember that you don't need to follow every single one of them

Here's how to turn off Background App Refresh on the iPhone:
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1. Open the Settings app.
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Convenient for sure, but also a huge battery drainer. Update
apps manually when you have the juice for it, but otherwise, turn
off automatic app updates:

2. Tap General.
3. Select Background App Refresh.

Open Settings.

4. Either disable the feature entirely by choosing Background
App Refresh > Off, or toggle the option off for specific apps
only.

Go to iTunes & App Store.
Tap the button next to Updates to turn auto app updates off.

02 Buy an Extended Life Battery

04 Don't Take App Suggestions

Another great way to save iPhone battery life is to just get more
battery. Accessory makers like mophie offer extended life
batteries for the iPhone.

Suggested Apps, introduced in iOS 8, uses your location to
figure out where you are and what you're near. It uses this
information to determine which apps you might want to use
based on where you are.

If you need so much battery life that none of these tips help you
enough, an extended life battery is your best bet. You'll get days
more standby time and many hours more use.

It can be neat to get, say, Walgreens alerts when you're near one
of those stores, but it definitely uses extra battery life to maintain
your location and communicate with the App Store.

The 9 Best iPhone Battery Cases of 2019

Here's how to disable Suggested Apps in iOS 10:

03 Don't Automatically Update Apps

Swipe down from the top of the screen to open Notification
Center.
Swipe to the left to the Today view.
Scroll to the bottom and tap Edit.
Choose the red icon next to Siri App Suggestions.
Tap Remove, and then Done at the top.

05 Use Content Blockers in Safari
One of the best features introduced in iOS 9 is the ability to block
advertising and tracking cookies in Safari. Surprisingly, the
technologies used by advertising networks to serve up, display,
and track ads can actually use a lot of battery life.
The amount of battery power you save might not be as
significant as another battery saving tip, but combine a boost in
battery life with a browser that runs faster and uses less data,
and it's worth checking out.

Another iPhone battery saving tip (if you have iOS 7 or newer) is
to disable the feature that automatically updates apps as new
versions are released.
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How to Block Ads in Safari on the iPhone

08 Stop Motion & Animations

06 Turn on Auto-Brightness

One of the coolest features introduced in iOS 7 is called
Background Motion. It's subtle, but if you move your iPhone and
watch the app icons and background image, you'll see them
move slightly independently of each other, as if they're on
different planes.

The iPhone has an ambient light sensor that adjusts the
brightness of the screen based on the light around it. That makes
it darker in dark places yet brighter when there's more ambient
light, both saving battery and making it easier to use.

1. Launch the Settings app.

The parallax effect is something neat to show off and it makes
your phone seem a bit more alive. However, it offers very little in
real functionally and definitely takes a toll on your iPhone battery.
Plus, disabling this extra motion on your iPhone can even reduce
motion sickness for some people.

2. Go to General > Accessibility.

Here's how to turn this off to save battery:

Turn Auto-Brightness on and you’ll save energy because your
screen will need to use less power in dark places.
Here's how to do this in iOS 12 and iOS 11:

3. Choose Display Accommodations.

1. Open Settings.

4. Tap the Auto-Brightness button.

2. Tap General.
3. Select Accessibility.

For iOS 10 and older devices, follow these directions:
1. Open the Settings app.

4. Choose Reduce Motion.

2. Tap Display & Brightness (it's called Brightness &
Wallpaper in iOS 7).

5. Tap the button next to Reduce Motion to make it green/
on.

09 Disable Wi-Fi When You Don't Need It

3. Select the button next to Auto-Brightness to turn it on.

Wi-Fi has its benefits, and can even sometimes save battery life if
the signal is stronger than the one you're getting over a cellular
tower. However, if you're not even around a Wi-Fi network (like
when travelling), disable Wi-Fi to save battery on your iPhone.

07 Reduce Screen Brightness
The effect of your iPhone screen brightness is clear: the brighter
your display is, the more power it requires. Fortunately, you can
control the default brightness of your iPhone screen with this
slider.

Keeping Wi-Fi turned on at all times in hopes that an open
hotspot will appear is a surefire way to drain your battery life.
Connect to Wi-Fi if you can, but if you can't, it's best to disable it
completely.

Keep the screen as dim as possible for your liking to save battery
life.
From Settings, go to Display & Brightness (or Brightness &
Wallpaper in iOS 7), and drag the button on the slider to the left
to reduce the screen brightness.

How to Find and Use Wi-Fi Hotspots
1. Tap the Settings app to open it.
2. Select Wi-Fi.
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3. Press the button next to Wi-Fi to disable it.
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If you start seeing an app showing up there consistently, you'll
know that running it too often is costing you battery life.

You can also turn off Wi-Fi via Control Center. Swipe down from
the top of the screen, or up from the bottom (depending on your
iPhone model), and then tap the Wi-Fi icon to make it grey.

On that screen, you'll sometimes see notes beneath each item
that provide more detail on why the app drained so much battery
and can suggest ways for you to fix it.

Tip: If you have an Apple Watch, this tip doesn't apply to
you. Wi-Fi is required for many features of the Apple
Watch, so you won't want to turn it off.

10 Make Sure Personal Hotspot Is Off
This tip is a huge key to getting more battery life on your iPhone,
but it only applies if you use the iPhone's Personal Hotspot
feature to share your wireless data connection with other
devices.
Personal Hotspot turns your iPhone into a hotspot that
broadcasts its cellular data to other devices within range. This is
a tremendously useful feature, but as you may have guessed, it
also really drains your battery.
It might be an acceptable trade when you're using it, but if you
forget to turn the hotspot off when you're finished, you'll be
surprised at how quickly your battery drains.

12 Turn Off Location Services

You can disable the hotspot on your iPhone from the Settings
app. Tap Personal Hotspot and then tap the button next to the
option to disable it.

One of the coolest features of the iPhone is its built-in GPS. It's
extremely useful for finding directions and locating nearby stores,
restaurants, etc. However, like any service that sends data over a
network, it needs battery power to work.

11 Find the Battery Killers
Most of the suggestions on this list are about turning features off
or not doing certain things. This battery saving tip for iPhone
helps you discover which apps are killing your battery.

If you’re not using Location Services and don’t plan to right
away, turn them off and save some power.
1. Tap Settings.

In iOS 8 and up, there's a feature called Battery Usage that
shows which apps have been sucking the most power over the
last 24 hours and the last several days. Go to Settings > Battery
to check.

2. Select Privacy.
3. Choose Location Services.
4. Select the button next to Location Services, and confirm
with Turn Off, to disable it completely. Or, scroll down the
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page and choose which apps you want to deny Location
Services to.
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Turn off Bluetooth to save battery on your iPhone. Or, at the very
least, only enable Bluetooth when you need it, and then shut it
down again when not in use.

The iPhone can perform a lot of useful tasks in the background.
However, the more background activity there is — especially
activity that connects to the internet or use GPS — will drain
battery quickly.

The option to enable or disable Bluetooth on iPhone can be
found in the Settings app under Bluetooth.
Note: This tip for saving battery on iPhone doesn't apply
if you also use Apple Watch. The Apple Watch and iPhone
communicate over Bluetooth, so if you want to get the
most out of your smart watch, you'll want to keep
Bluetooth turned on.

Some of these features in particular aren't required by most
iPhone users and can be safely turned off to regain some battery
life.
1. Go to Settings > Privacy > Location Services.
2. Choose System Services at the bottom.

16 Turn Cellular Data Off

3. Disable items such as Location-Based Apple Ads, Popular
Near Me, and Setting Time Zone.

Not surprisingly, and much like Bluetooth, using 5G, 4G, LTE, or
any other cellular connection with fast transfer speeds, will
require more battery power from your phone. The power
consumption is even worse during times of heavy usage like
when streaming video or making HD calls.

Note: You won't see these options if you completed the
previous tip and disabled all location services.

14 Don't Use Dynamic Backgrounds

While it can be tough to stop all cellular data transfers, you can
be sure that doing so will drastically improve the battery life on
your iPhone.

Live and Dynamic wallpapers launched with iOS 8 and offer a
neat interface to an otherwise static background image, but they,
too, can affect battery life. Sticking to still wallpapers only is an
easy way to save iPhone battery life.

Open Settings to turn off cellular data. Just tap Cellular from the
list and then select the button next to Cellular Data to make it
white/disabled.

Dynamic Backgrounds don't need to be turned off because there
isn't an enable/disable Dynamic Backgrounds function. Instead,
just don't select images in the Dynamic section when changing
your iPhone wallpaper.

Tip: Wi-Fi still works when cellular data is turned off.

17 Turn Data Push Off
The email settings on your iPhone can be configured to
automatically download messages to your phone when they
arrive on the email server. It's super useful to always have the
most up-to-date email folders, but constant downloads like that
is absolutely draining your battery faster than it needs to.

15 Turn Bluetooth Off
Bluetooth is especially useful for users with wireless headsets or
earpieces, but transmitting data wirelessly requires loads of
battery, and leaving Bluetooth on to accept incoming data at all
times requires even more juice.

You can instead open the Mail app and refresh it manually to
check for new messages.
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Here's how to turn off push to save your iPhone battery life:
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If your phone is always displaying something, whether the
brightness is low or not, it will constantly require juice. The quick
fix is to lock your phone whenever you think about it, but you can
also adjust the auto-lock feature so that it locks automatically.

1. Open the Settings app.
2. Tap Passwords & Accounts or, if you don't see that, Mail >
Accounts.

Pick an auto-lock option that works best for you, but know that
anything less than Never is going to help increase your battery
life (the more frequent the lock duration, the more battery savings
you'll experience):

3. Select Fetch New Data.
4. Tap the button next to Push to make it disabled/white.
Tip: If you'd rather still get emails on a schedule, but just
not instantly, see the tip below.

1. Tap Settings.
2. Choose Display & Brightness.

18 Fetch Email Less Often

3. Select Auto-Lock.

Another option for saving battery on your iPhone that involves
email is to have the Mail app download new emails on a
schedule. That way, you don't have to check manually but you
also won't get instant up dates, thus saving battery.

4. Pick one of the options, anything from 30 seconds up to 5
minutes.

20 Turn Off Fitness Tracking

If this is something you're okay with it, consider changing how
often your iPhone checks for new mail. When you have your
phone check for mail less often, you can pick hourly, every 30
minutes, or every 15 minutes.

With the addition of the motion co-processor to the iPhone 5S
and later models, the iPhone can track your steps and other
fitness activity. It's a great feature, especially if you're trying to
stay in shape, but that non-stop tracking can really suck up
battery life.

Here's how:
1. Go into the Settings app.

If you're not using your iPhone to track your motion or you have
a fitness band to do that for you, you can disable that feature.

2. Select Passwords & Accounts or go to Mail > Accounts
(on older devices).

1. Open the Settings app.

3. Choose Fetch New Data at the bottom of the page.

2. Go to Privacy > Motion & Fitness.

4. Scroll to the bottom and select your preference (the longer
between checks, the better for your battery).

3. Tap the button next to Fitness Tracking to make it white/
off.

19 Auto-Lock Sooner

21 Turn off Equalizer

You read above about how screen brightness affects battery life
on your iPhone, so it makes sense that having your phone autolock sooner can save even more battery.

The Music app on the iPhone has an Equalizer feature that can
adjust music to increase bass, decrease treble, etc. Because
these adjustments are made on the fly, they require extra battery.
You can turn the equalizer off to conserve battery.
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However, please know that disabling equalizer means you'll have
a slightly modified listening experience. The power savings might
not be worth it to true audiophiles, but for those hoarding battery
power, it's a good deal.
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24 Don't Automatically Upload Photos to iCloud
As you've learned throughout this list of battery saving tips for
iPhone, any time you're uploading data, you're running down
your battery. You could argue that any use of your phone is using
your battery, and while that's absolutely true, uploading files is a
big offender.

To save battery life on your iPhone by disabling the equalizer
feature, just open Settings and go to Music > EQ > Off.

You should make sure that you're always intentionally uploading,
rather than automatically doing it in the background. Since the
Photos app can automatically upload your images to your iCloud
account, this is the first place to check.

22 Disable Cellular Calls Through Other Devices
This tip only applies if you have a Mac running OS X 10.10
(Yosemite) or higher and an iPhone running iOS 8 or higher.
If your iPhone and Mac are on the same Wi-Fi network, calls can
be placed and answered through your Mac using your phone's
cellular connection. This basically turns your Mac into an
extension of your iPhone.

Turn off auto-uploads and only upload from your computer or
when you have a full battery. Here's how to check whether
photos are always uploading to iCloud:
1. Tap Settings to open the app.

As great of a feature it is, it does drain battery on your iPhone. To
turn this feature off, open Settings and go to Phone > Calls on
Other Devices. Slide the toggle next to Allow Calls on Other
Devices to off/white.

2. Choose Photos or (for older devices) Photos & Camera.
3. Select the button next to iCloud Photos or iCloud Photo
Library.

23 Turn AirDrop Off Unless You're Using It

25 Don't Send Diagnostic Data to Apple or
Developers

AirDrop, the wireless file-sharing feature Apple introduced in iOS
7, can be extremely handy. In order to use AirDrop on your
iPhone, you need to turn on both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, and set
your phone to be looking for other AirDrop-enabled devices.

Sending diagnostic data — anonymous information about how
your device is working or not working that helps Apple improve
its products — to Apple is a helpful thing to do and something
you choose during your device setup.

As with any feature that uses wireless technologies, the more you
use it, the more battery you'll drain. To save juice on your iPhone,
keep AirDrop turned off unless you're using it.

In iOS 9, you can also choose to send data to developers. In iOS
10, the settings get even more granular with an option for iCloud
analytics, too.

Control whether AirDrop receiving is on or off through Control
Center. Just swipe down from the top of the screen or up from
the bottom, and then tap the AirDrop button. Choose Receiving
Off to disable it.

Regularly and automatically uploading data uses battery, so if
you have this feature turned on and need to conserve energy,
turn it off.

Another way to customize how AirDrop works is through
Settings > General > AirDrop.

1. Open Settings.
2. Go to Privacy > Analytics.
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3. Move all the sliders to the off/white position.
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much power as possible. Apple claims that turning this on will
get you up to three hours.

26 Disabled Unneeded Vibrations

Enable Low Power Mode from Settings > Battery. Another way
is through Control Center; tap the battery icon to enable/disable
it.

Your iPhone can vibrate to get your attention for calls and other
alerts, but in order to vibrate, the phone has to trigger a motor
that shakes the device, a task that uses battery and is
unnecessary if you have a ringtone or alert tone to get your
attention.

How to Use iPhone Low Power Mode for Longer Battery Life

28 Shut Down Apps Less Often

Instead of keeping vibration on all the time, just use it when
necessary (like when your ringer is off). To turn off this feature,
open Settings and go to Sounds (or Sounds & Haptics), and

On the topic of tips for saving battery life on your iPhone, you'll

often hear that quitting your apps when you're done with them,
rather than letting them run in the background, is beneficial.
This is wrong. In fact, regularly quitting your apps in that way can
actually make your battery drain faster. Re-launching an app over
and over can use more battery than just letting it hang in the
background.

then select the button next to Vibrate on Ring to turn it off.

27 Use Low Power Mode
If you're really serious about conserving battery life on your
iPhone and don't want to turn off all these settings one by one,
try a feature introduced in iOS 9 called Low Power Mode.

If battery savings is important to you, feel free to keep your apps
open when you're not using them.

Low Power Mode does exactly what its name says it does: shuts
down all non-essential features on your iPhone to conserve as
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Tasks that require your phone to be on for long periods of time or
use a lot of system resources, suck the most battery.

29 Run Down Your Battery As Much As Possible
Believe it or not, the more frequently you charge the iPhone
battery, the less energy it can hold. Counter-intuitive, perhaps,
but it's one of the quirks of modern batteries.

Here are some examples of the biggest battery hogging
activities:

Over time, the battery remembers the point in its drain at which
you recharge it and starts to treat that as its limit.

Movie and music streaming
Video games

For example, if you always charge your iPhone when it still has
75 percent of its battery left, the battery will eventually start to
behave as if it's total capacity is 75 percent, not the original 100
percent.

Web browsing
Downloading apps and other files
Uploading content to the internet

The way to get around your battery losing capacity in this way is
to use your phone as long as possible before charging it. Try
waiting until its down to having just 20 percent (or even less!) of
battery left before charging. Just make sure to not wait too long.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2019 MEETINGS

30 Do Less Battery-Intensive Things
January 12
February 9
March 9
April 13

May 11
June 9
July
August
September 14
Not all battery saving methods involve making changes in the
Settings app. Some have to do with how you use your phone
from day to day.
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Bradley Mitchell posted the following article to lifewire.com on
June 29, 2019. bit.ly/2ZDrKl4. © about.com. He is a computer
professional who has covered wireless and computer networking
topics for About.com since 1999.
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2. Change the Wi-Fi Channel Number and Frequency
Range-limiting wireless interference may also be caused by
neighboring Wi-Fi networks that use the same Wi-Fi radio
channel. Changing Wi-Fi channel numbers on your equipment
can eliminate this interference and improve overall signal
strength.

The 7 Best Ways To Boost a Wi-Fi Signal
Take steps to improve your Wi-Fi signal strength and range

By Bradley Mitchell
A weak Wi-Fi signal complicates your online lifestyle, but there
are plenty of ways you can boost the Wi-Fi signal to improve
productivity and enjoyment.
Lots of people, for instance, like to extend Wi-Fi range outside
during warmer months of the year so they can enjoy the
outdoors. For others, browsing speed might be infuriating inside
the house, a particular room might be in a wireless dead zone, or
they can't stream movies without buffering. If that sounds like
you, try a combination of the suggestions here to improve signal
strength and expand the Wi-Fi range to see how much better
your connection can be.

All routers have a 2.4 GHz band, but if you have a dual-band
router – one with both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands – you'll likely
experience less interference on the 5 GHz band. The switch is a
simple one.

1. Relocate the Router or Gateway Device

What to do: Check the router manufacturer's website or
documentation for instructions.

The range of a typical Wi-Fi network often doesn't cover an entire
house. Distance from the router and physical obstructions
between your devices and the router affect signal strength. The
placement of a Wi-Fi broadband router or other network gateway
device directly affects its signal reach.

3. Update the Router Firmware
Router manufacturers make improvements to their software and
issue firmware updates to improve the performance of their
products. You should update the router firmware occasionally
even if you aren't experiencing problems with the router for
security updates and other improvements.

What to do: Experiment by repositioning your router in different
locations that can best avoid physical obstructions and radio
interference, which are two common range limiters for Wi-Fi
equipment. Typical sources of Wi-Fi signal impediments in
residences include brick walls and large metal appliances, and
microwave ovens or cordless phones in use. Sometimes, just
raising the height of the router improves the range because many
obstructions are located at floor or waist height.

What to do: Some routers have the update process built in, but
most older models require you to find the update and download
it from the equipment manufacturer.
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Stock Wi-Fi antennas on most home network equipment do not
pick up radio signals as well as some aftermarket antennas. Most
modern routers feature removable antennas for this reason.
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the original router or AP can instead associate with the same
local wireless network through the extender. An alternative to a
Wi-Fi extender is a mesh network, which uses router-like devices
in each room to serve Wi-Fi in that room.

What to do: Consider upgrading the antennas on your
router with more powerful ones. Some router manufacturers
advertise high-gain antennas on their products, but these tend to
be offered only on expensive models so even they may still
benefit from upgrading. Also, consider a directional antenna,
which sends the signal in a specific direction rather than in all
directions, when your router is situated at the far end of the
house.

What to do: Purchase a Wi-Fi extender and install it according to
your manufacturer's instructions.

6. Try Quality-of-Service Tools
When several people use the same Wi-Fi connection, Quality-ofService comes into play. The QoS tools limit the amount of
bandwidth that apps use. You can specify which apps and
services receive priority and even set priorities for different times
of the day. QoS prevents your streaming video from degrading
when everyone in your house decides to download files or play
their favorite video games at once. They can still download their
files and play games, just at a slower rate, so that you can enjoy
your movie.

4. Add a Signal Amplifier
Bidirectional boosters amplify the wireless signal in both
transmitting and receiving directions—an important point
because Wi-Fi transmissions are two-way radio communications.
What to do: Add a Wi-Fi signal amplifier (sometimes called a
signal booster) to a router, access point, or Wi-Fi client at the
place where an antenna normally connects.

What to do: Change up the QoS settings, which are usually
located in the advanced settings of your router interface. You
may even see gaming or multimedia settings that prioritize
bandwidth for those particular applications. Note: Don't expect
to find these handy tools on old routers. If you can't find settings
for this, your router probably needs an update.

5. Try a Wireless Access Point
Businesses sometimes deploy dozens of wireless access
points (APs) to cover large office buildings. Many homes
wouldn't benefit from having an AP, but a large residence can.
Wireless access points help cover those hard-to-reach corner
rooms or outdoor patios.

7. Ditch the Out-of-Date Router
Just as in every other tech field, equipment manufacturers make
improvements to their products. If you've been using the same
router for years, you'll see tremendous Wi-Fi improvements just
by buying a current-generation router. The current standard for
routers is 802.11ac, and 802.11ax is gaining ground. If you are
running a router on standard 802.11g or 802.11b, you can't do
much to improve it. Even speedier 802.11n routers can't keep up
with the ac standard.

What to do: Adding an access point to a home network requires
connecting it to the primary router or gateway. A second
broadband router can often be used instead of an ordinary AP
because many home routers offer an "access point mode"
specifically for this purpose.
Use A Wi-Fi Extender
A wireless extender is a stand-alone unit positioned within range
of a wireless router or access point. A Wi-Fi extender serves as a
two-way relay station for Wi-Fi signals. Clients too far away from

What to do: Purchase a new router that runs on the current
standard.
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Stanley Goodner posted the following article to lifewire.com on
August 20, 2019. bit.ly/2ZAlBWx. © About.Inc. He has spent over
a decade writing tech-oriented articles and product reviews. He
has a B.S. in Electronics Engineering Technology.

Using a soft, lint-free cloth, wipe down the photos since any
fingerprint, smudge or dust will show up on the scan. Be sure to
wipe down the scanner bed, too.

How to Quickly Scan and Digitize Photos

If you have and are familiar with a particular image editing/
scanning program for your scanner, stick with what you know.
Otherwise, if you are unsure about what to use and just want to
get started, your computer has some perfectly capable software
already installed as part of the operating system. For computers
running Windows OS, it’s Windows Fax & Scan, and on the Mac,
it's called Image Capture.

Quick Scanning With a Scanner

For families on the go, the latest back-to-school smartphones and
service plans are all available at Straight Talk, home of wireless
freedom.
Once in the program, you’ll want to check/modify a few basic
settings before you start scanning:
Image Format: You should be presented with a few options such
as BMP (lossless uncompressed, huge file size, wide
acceptance), TIFF (lossless compressed, huge/moderate file size,
selective acceptance), and JPEG (lossy compressed, moderate/
small file size, very wide acceptance). In most cases, JPEG
images are perfectly suitable for photographs.

By Stanley Goodner
Whether equipped with a scanner or a smartphone, you can
digitize photos in record time. Keep in mind, a dedicated scanner
will result in higher-quality scans, but a smartphone can process
photos in a blink of an eye.

Color Mode: When scanning color photos, set the mode to color.
Use the grayscale mode for everything else. The black and white
mode is only for text/graphics scanning.
Resolution: The minimum scanning resolution for photos should
be 300 DPI (allows for full-quality same-size prints). But if you
think you might ever enlarge a photo (i.e. creating an 8"x10" or
canvas print from a 4"x 6" original), set the DPI to 600.

Prepare the Photos
It might seem like preparing photos will just cost you time, but
there's no point in taking the time to scan the photos if you won't
be able to use them later. By scanning photos together in
clusters, it’s easier to file them later.

Folder Location: If available, designate/create the folder that all
scanned images will be saved to.
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Fit as many photos on the scanner as possible, leaving at least
an eighth of an inch of space in between. Make sure that the
edges of photos are aligned and parallel with each other. Close
the lid, start the scan, and check the resulting image. If everything
looks good, carefully place a new set of photos on the scanner
and continue. Later you'll be able to separate the photos from the
larger scan.

When complete, PhotoScan automatically performs the stitching,
auto-enhancing, cropping, resizing, and rotating. Files are saved
on your smartphone.

When you’ve finished processing all of the photos, this part of the
job is done. Each saved file is a collage of pictures, so you'll need
to separate them individually.

Set photos on a flat, solid-color background (contrast helps the
app identify edges).

Tips
Work in an open, evenly-lit area.
Adjust your positioning to minimize glare/shadows.

Keep the smartphone/tablet parallel to the photo (no tilting).

When ready, use a photo editing program to open a scanned
image file. You’ll want to crop one of the individual pictures, rotate
if necessary, and then save as a separate file. Click the undo
button until the image reverts to its original, uncropped state.
Continue this process of cropping until you’ve saved a separate
copy of each picture within each scanned image file.

If glare/reflection persists, try turning on the flash (not ideal, but
we're trying to save time here).

Many image editing/scanning software programs offer a batch
mode that automates the scan-crop-rotate-save technique.

Quick Scanning With a Smartphone
Since most of us don't carry a dedicated scanner with us, we can
look to our smartphone for help. While there are many apps out
there for this task, one that is fast and free is an app from Google
called PhotoScan. It's available for Android and iOS.
While PhotoScan will step you through what to do, here's how it
works:
1 Position the photo within the frame shown in the app.
2 Hit the scan button to start the processing; you’ll see
four white dots appear inside the frame.
3 Align your device over the dots until they turn blue; these
extra shots from different angles are used by the app to
eliminate pesky glare and shadows.
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Jason Cross posted the following article to macobserver.com on
July 22, 2019. bit.ly/2ZyaAoQ. © The Mac Observer Inc. He has
written professionally about technology for about 20 years.

The new copy and paste gestures are best performed with your
thumb and two fingers, and can be a little tricky on a small
screen.

iOS 13 and iPadOS 13: How To Use the
New Gestures for Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo,
and Redo

Pinch with three fingers to Copy, and then expand (“un-pinch”)
with three fingers to Paste.
To Cut text, simply perform the Copy gesture twice. The first one
will do a Copy, the second one will Cut the text out.

Apple's making it easier to work with text in iOS 13 with a series
of new gestures.

You’ll see “Cut,” “Copy,” or “Paste” badges at the top of the
screen to verify your action.

By Jason Cross

Cursor movement

As our iPhones and iPads increasingly become the primary way
we interact with others online, really good text management
features have become more important. The old “shake to undo”
gesture just isn’t going to cut it anymore.

Moving the cursor around in iOS 13 has changed, too. It’s a little
more intuitive—simply tap the blinking text entry cursor and then
drag it around.
You don’t have to hold for any length of time to “pick it up,” just
touch and immediately drag where you want it to go.

With iOS 13 (and iPadOS 13), Apple’s addressing text input in a
big way with the new QuickPath swiping keyboard and several
new three-finger gestures. Once you get used to them, you’ll find
it easier to work with text on your iOS device than ever before.

Unfortunately, the little magnifying glass pop-up is gone, which
can make precise cursor placement difficult as you can’t see the
characters right underneath your fingertip.

Undo and Redo

Open the shortcut bar

The old “shake to undo” gesture remains in iOS, but you’re not
going to want to use it once you get used to these three-finger
swipes.

If you find gestures difficult, a three-finger tap and hold brings up
a shortcut bar. It’s easier to manage.
If you find these gestures difficult, you might want to avail
yourself of the new shortcut bar instead. Just tap and hold with
three fingers for about a second. You can do this anywhere on
the screen, even in the keyboard area.

Swipe left with three fingers to Undo, and swipe right with three
fingers to Redo.
You can also Undo by double-tapping with three fingers.
You’ll see “Undo” or “Redo” badges at the top of the screen to
verify your action.

You’ll see a bar at the top of the screen with buttons for Undo,
Cut, Copy, Pate, and Redo. It will stay there through repeated
commands, and only disappear when you move the cursor or
enter text.

Cut, Copy, and Paste
A three-finger pinch can be a little tricky on a small screen, but is
very useful on an iPad.
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Molly McLaughlin posted the following article to lifewire.com on
August 24, 2018. bit.ly/2ZJrC3c. © About.Inc. She is a tech
expert with well over a decade's experience covering consumer
electronics and mobile. She writes for PCMag.com and a number
of additional outlets.
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who need to sign a contract and submit tax and payment
information
Electronic signatures are also acceptable when filing personal
and corporate taxes. The banking and finance sectors use esignatures for new accounts, loans, mortgages and refinancing,
and the like. Small business owners can take advantage of esignatures too when making deals with vendors and hiring
employees.

What Is an Electronic Signature?

How to sign PDFs and other paperless documents in seconds

By Molly McLaughlin

Anywhere there's a paper trail the documents can probably be
digitized, both reducing paper waste and saving time.

As more business started going digital over the years, your
signature was ripe for disruption. In 2000, the U.S. passed the
ESIGN Act, a federal law that grants legal recognition to
electronic signatures and records as long as all parties agree to
use electronic signatures and documents.

How to Electronically Sign a PDF
There are several ways to create an e-signature. You can also
use free electronic signature software to make a PDF signature,
such as DocuSign, which can auto-generate a signature.
Alternatively, you can draw your own using a touchscreen or
touchpad, or you can take a photo of your written signature and
upload it.

An electronic signature is an image of your John Hancock that
you can insert into PDFs and other documents rather than
signing with a pen — and it doesn't require a scanner. Electronic
signatures or e-signatures have revolutionized the paper-pushing
process, making it easy to sign documents remotely and request
multiple signatures.

1.

Adobe Reader (free) has a feature called Fill & Sign, which
lets users create an e-signature and fill out forms with text,
checkmarks, and dates. Like DocuSign, Adobe can
generate a signature for you after you type in your name,
or you can draw your signature, or upload an image of it.
Whichever method you use, you can then save that
signature to your account and use it whenever you're e
signing a PDF. Adobe also has mobile apps for iOS and
Android.

2.

DocuSign lets you sign documents for free, but to request
signatures from others or send signatures through the
software, you have to sign up for a paid subscription. It
also has mobile apps, and Gmail and Google Drive
integration.

3.

HelloSign lets you sign three documents per month for
free and also has a Chrome app that integrates with

Now, there are many ways to create an electronic signature and
several services that simplify the process of requesting
signatures and signing documents, such as contracts and loan
agreements. No longer do you need to find a fax machine or
scan and save documents, or get everyone in the same room.
Instead, you can create or generate a signature online and use it
whenever you need it. Best of all, there are many free tools
available that let you create and save signatures so you'll always
have your e-signature at your fingertips.

Who Uses Electronic Signatures?
Many workplaces use electronic signatures to onboard
employees, due to the sheer nature of paperwork involved (proof
of citizenship, tax forms, and the like) as well as for freelancers,
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Google Drive. The service has a choice of different fonts
too.
4.

Mac users can use Adobe Acrobat Reader DC to e-sign
PDFs, or they can use the Preview application, which
displays PDFs, to draw a signature using the trackpad.
The Force Touch trackpad, on MacBooks from 2016 and
after, is pressure sensitive so that an electronic signature
will look more like a written signature. If you save your
signature in the Preview app, it will sync with your other
iOS devices, so you can have it available on your iPhone
and iPad.

So next time you need to sign an essential electronic document,
try one of the free tools featured here and forget about that
scanner.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on July 7, 2019.
tinyurl.com/gp3gq5a. © OSX Daily. Try the site.

How To Download an Original PDF
Document From DocumentCloud
Find a document on DocumentCloud that you want to download
and keep locally as a PDF? It’s pretty easy, we’ll show you how to
do it.
For some quick background,
DocumentCloud.org is a web based
document viewer and archive
containing tons of documents typically
used by journalists, researchers,
reporters, and students, but much of
the information may be of interest to
other people too. While you can view
those documents just fine through their
website, you may also wish to directly
download the original document that
was uploaded, for offline access or
easier use.

Optionally, right-click on the “Original Document” link and choose
“Save As” or “Download Linked” to save the source document
locally to your computer or device
Now simply locate the file you saved within your file system.

In the example here, we’ll download the original PDF source
document from DocumentCloud of a document pertaining to
finding information about people or yourself on the internet by
using specific searches on the web.

In any modern web browser, go to the DocumentCloud URL of the
file you want to download

In the example here we downloaded a PDF file from
DocumentCloud.org for offline viewing. As you can see it’s pretty
easy, it’s just a matter of looking for the rather small ‘Original
document’ link in the sites sidebar. You’ll likely find that
downloading a document from DocumentCloud is easier than
retrieving a source file from other online document storage sites
out there like Scribd, some of which are not necessarily intending
to have the source document accessed anyway.

Look at the right-side sidebar of the open document and click on
“Original Document” to open the source document in a new
window, which you can save from there

Editor’s note - DocumentCloud is a tool for journalists.It’s not for
most of us, but it looks like a great resource for those who can
use it.

How to Download a Source PDF Document from
DocumentCloud.org
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the chronology of its ownership, custody, and location throughout
its existence. Authenticity is at the forefront of valuing artwork at
auctions. Earlier this year, big auction house Christie’s held a
conference in New York City on AI in art, featuring expert
speakers and panelists on topics such as AI tools for the art
market and collecting art in the digital age.

AI AND HUMANS
Art Intelligence
By Kathy Garges

A recent innovation is the use of AI to test theories about art
history by using evidence from AI analysis of image databases of
artwork. It puts art history on a scientific footing. AI machine
learning programs from various academic and commercial
sources are being tested for this purpose around the world. For
example, OpenPose is an open source program from Carnegie
Mellon University that can match two-dimensional poses of
human figures in images, leading to insights on how studios of
artists worked collaboratively on paintings, and how artists
influenced each other across geography and time.

Spectacular heists. Tension-laden auctions. Discoveries of
unknown masterpieces by famous artists in dusty museum
basements. Exposure of skillful counterfeits. The world of static
art – paintings and sculptures – is paradoxically a world of action.
Now the art world is exploring the use of artificial intelligence.
Like many other human pursuits, art is benefitting from the big
advances in image analysis made possible by machine learning
(also known as deep learning and neural networks). Cold, logical,
and, some would say, ugly technology has become a helpful
assistant curator of objects of beauty, representing the highest
level of human creativity – and a welcome one, given the jawdropping amounts of money sometimes at stake for single art
works and the dependence of museums on attracting public visits
to exhibitions and displays.

Applying machine learning AI to artworks is only possible because
of years of work spent digitizing museum collections. Human art
curators, museum staff, and archaeologists are detail-oriented
and can somehow tolerate long hours of analyzing and
cataloguing individual objects. But partial automation has reduced
these burdens and speeded up the process, allowing the creation
of visual databases with thousands, sometimes tens of
thousands, of artworks or other objects.

Earlier this year, thieves stole a Brueghel the Younger painting
valued at $3.3 million from a church in a small Italian village, a
scenario so common it has become a cliché in fiction plots. But
police had been tipped off, and before the thieves struck had
replaced the treasure with a copy – a plot twist nearly as clichéd.

Many databases are available to the public free of charge on the
internet. Academic institutions with substantial collections have
joined museums in making interactive image catalogues available
for viewing on their websites, and in offering free MOOCs
(massive open online courses) to increase public understanding
and engagement. These databases cover a broad range of
material objects, from ancient manuscripts to modern art to
botanical specimens.

A relatively small number of people visit Italian village churches to
view art. In comparison, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City greeted over 7 million visitors in a recent year. The
Louvre in Paris expects 12 million annual visitors by 2025.
A big issue in the art world is the authenticity of a work of art,
which includes accurate “attribution” to the individual artist(s) who
created it, often supported by detailed “provenance,” evidence of

Database visual analysis can help identify damaged items and
facilitate assembly and repair. The Smithsonian Institute, for
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example, created a machine learning program that speeds up
identification of botany specimens contaminated with mercury, an
outdated preservation technique. Israeli scientists recently
unveiled a new AI program that can put together puzzles of
eroded fragments of archaeological artifacts by analyzing
photographic images. They tested it successfully on ancient
statues and frescoes from Cyprus.

SEPTEMBER 2019

Ryan P. Smith, “How Artificial Intelligence Could Revolutionize
Archival Museum Research,” Smithsonian magazine, November
3, 2017, https://tinyurl.com/y42qdwow
Kathy Wang, “Artsy: Sequencing the Art World’s Genomes,”
Harvard Business School Digital Initiative, August 28, 2019,
https://tinyurl.com/y3e2q2ou

All of these innovations are part of a broader movement known as
the “digital humanities,” which promotes the interaction of
computer and AI technology with academic areas that focus on
human society and culture, including the arts. What’s next?
Robots could help with the delicate tasks involved in assembly,
conservation and repair of artworks, archaeological objects and
museum specimens. AI programs that recommend artworks you
might like, based on your existing favorites, are in development.
And look for books and movies that feature even more exciting
plot twists involving artificial intelligence in the world of art.

Sources and additional information:
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fray,” Nature, June 11, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/y5nxw2lz
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unknown links between classic artworks,” MIT Technology
Review, July 31, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/y6oqlbgt
Paddy Johnson, “Could AI Change Curating, Art Collecting and
Tracing Provenance? Christie’s Wants to Find Out,”
Observer.com, June 20, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/yyg872s7
Joe Pinkstone, “The final piece of the archaeological puzzle:
Scientists find a way to bring shattered and ruined ancient
artefacts back to life using AI,” The Daily Mail (London), January
21, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/y34euhgh
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